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Zionism and Progressive Judaism

EDITORIAL

ORTHODOXY IS NOW A SECT
he premature death of Rabbi
Hugo Gryn at the end of August
caused great sadness far beyond
the confines of the Jewish community.

T

It is the intention of M4IVIVA to devote
the whole of our next issue to Hugo.

The absence of the Chief Rabbi of
the United Hebrew Congregations and
the Officers of the United Synagogue
from Rabbi Gryn's funeral prompted
widespread disquiet, even anger. There
are those who have suggested that any
attempt to make `political capital' out
of Hugo's death is inappropriate and
unedifying. They are right and we sincerely hope that this editorial does not

fall into that trap.
In fact, the leadership of the Reform
Movement showed great forbearance
under c.ross-questioning about the absentees. The disapproving .response has
been a spontaneous rank-and-file one,
across the broad spectrum of British
Jewry and shared by members of Orthodox and Reform communities alike.
Many people saw the absences as a
deliberate insult to Hugo himself, a perpetuation ofhostiljty even beyond death.
A4AIVIVA is firmly of the opinion that no
such personal insult was intended.
For some time now, the Chief Rabbinate and the United Synagogue have
maintained a posture which prohibits
attendance by Orthodox rabbis and official representatives of the United
Synagogue at non-Orthodox places of
worship and services. The failure to be

present even at the interment at Hoop
Lane represented, more than anything
else, that very inflexibiljty and inability to adapt to particular circumstances
which Progressive Judaism sees as a
major flaw in Orthodoxy and the halakhjc system.
But the phrase `for some time now'
is also important. The absolute ban on
crossing the threshold of Progressive
places of worship and the strict extension even to a fun.eral is a relatively
recent phenomenon. In this regard, the
Gryn funeral should be seen in the context of a number of other episodes of
recent months. Over the summer, we
witnessed a fe/#bcrfe-check on the parents of children attending a youth club
in north west London, the withdrawal
by representatives of the Initiation Society from a working party on
circumcision because of the presence
of representatives of the Association
of Reform and Liberal Mohalim and
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murmurings that it might not be appro-

on in its existence, the United Syna-

priate for United Synagogue rabbis to
attend Limmud, the across-the-community educators' and education
conference.
There is, without doubt, a continuing, gradual but very noticeable shift
to the right, a drawing of tighter and
firmer lines in the sand. Indeed, from a
Progressive perspective, it looks very
much like a raising of the barricades, a
further retreat from the encounter with
modemity into a closed and inward-

gogue took on the character of the
`Jewish established church.. From its

looking Jewish world. It carries with it
an emphasis on quality rather than

quantity, on retaining a small, elite Torah-true
group,
which
is
not
immediately consonant with the much
vaunted emphasis on `mass' Jewish
continuity and outreach.
The journalist Julian Kossoff, in an

article in 7l."e 0#/, used the term
`entryism' to higmght the extent to
which the rabbinate of the United
Synagogue is now drawn from
Lubavitch and is characterised by men
with a background in classical
);esAj.vo/. The contrast with a previous
generation of United Synagogue ministers and with the ethos, certainly until
recent years, of Jews' College, is a vast
one. It may not be that the character. of
the rank-and-file membership of the
United Synagogue has changed hence the disquiet at the absences from
the Gryn funeral -but the complexion
and attitudes within its rabbinate undoubtedly have.
All of this highlights two issues.
First, it makes still more difficult efforts to answer affirmatively Rabbi Dr
Sacks's own book-title question O#e
Peep/e? Yet A4AIVM has absolutely
no doubt that we cannot give up. We
simply have to continue the difficult

quest for formulae whic.h can lead to
peaceful co-existence. We have to continue to strugg`le to find ways in which,
for the good of the community as a

whole, we work together whenever that
is possible and agree to differ with dignity where differing is all that we can
manage. Much more work needs to be
done between the two groups in clarifying and being honest about what the
ground-rules are. And much more
work needs to be done in restraining
unhelpful public utterances about Progressive Judaism being a `danger to the
Jewish people' and `a different religion'.
There is a second issue. From early

formative years as an Anglicising institutjon, it had all the hallmarks of the
Jewish equivalent of the Church of
England. As such, it was, indeed, a
broad church and served as a home for
a wide variety of people, a great diversity of backgrounds, a considerable
range of beliefs and practices. For
some decades, it had every reason to
be regarded as being as representative
of Jewry as the Church of England has
been of Christianity in this country.
There were, of course, other groups to
the right and the left but they were, in
the best sense of the word, dissenters.
Many of today's United Synagogue
ministers have ceased to be the servants of Anglo-Jewry's broad church
and have turned into the advocates and
leaders of a passionate and committed
Orthodox sect. The temi `sect' should
cany with it no opprobrium or critjcism. It is used to describe a group of

people with a firm and fixed ideology,
representative of its membership but in
no sense offering a natural or comfortable home to those whose views and
practices differ significantly from the
tightly articulated party line.

This shift from church to sect may
be disturbing for those who have always been happy to write the Jewish
equivalent of `C of E' on their membership forms but who have never been
much in sympathy with er%vz.in and
cia/clv };!.srcre/ (kosher milk). Sooner or
later, they may have to make conscious
decisions that bring membership and
beliefs more in line with each other.
But the shift from broad church to
narrow sect also raises questions about
the representational role that has been
discharged by the United Synagogue
and its leadership over past decades.
Many Qf the outbursts of frustration
and anger stem from memories of the
old days when the United Synagogue
was a broad church and rightly and
justifiably represented Anglo-Jewry at
large. If the shift from `church' to
`sect' continues, then a new reality will

have dawned which has to be accepted
by all .concerned. Recognising that re-

ality may be the key to the quest for
peaceful co-existence which the overwhelming majority of the community,
whatever their `sectarian' commitments, strongly desire .

CAN WE EVER BEAT

TERROR?

Israeli scholar Saul Zadka has recently
pztb/;.s¢ed Blood in Zion: How the Jewish
Guerillas Drove the British out of palestine
(Brassey's, London,1995, £19.95, hardback).

We sent a copy to Lawrence Freedmah and
the book has stimulated the f;ollowing
reflection on terrorism.

Lawrence Freedman
TE::I:s:`t:e:I:S:s:Ei:bs:e:i::an,|o:f
way accept the label, preferring to be
known as fighters for freedom for this
or liberation from that. Its value for
derogatory purpose is that it can damn
causes by reference to their means,
rather than their ends. Any group that
can be shown to depend on attacks on
innocents cannot expect its claims to
be taken seriously.
Terrorism is a traditional method of
the weak against the strong. It tends to
be adopted by those who dare not take
on their opponents in a straight fight,
because they would certainly lose. It is

a form of coercion, of deadly persuasion, gaining concessions through the

threat of more terrible acts to come,
rather than /orce mcz/.ec//.e. As such it
has been a regular feature of war -the
strategic bombing campaigns of the
Second World War were precisely
terroristic in design. Nuclear weapons
took this a stage further, hence the `balance ofterror'. However, when we talk

of terrorism now, we tend to refer to
non-state groups who are seeking to
pursue ideo]ogica] or sectional objectives, through attacks designed to
undermine the will of states to sustain
the status quo.
The IRA here is almost a model. Its

objectives are not supported by a majority of the population but are backed,
with varying degrees of commitment,
by a minority. It avoids pitched battles
but seeks out targets - economic, political arid military -that might hurt the
British state and convince the government that the prudent course is to
abandon Northern Ireland. Yet the IRA
also illustrates some basic problems
with terrorism. Even when it causes
shifts in official policy, this is rarely to

the point where its own fundamental
objectives are being met. Moreover, it
turns out to be hard to contain violence. There may be limits on the force
that the British can use by way of retaliation but the loyalist para-militaries
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have been in the past even more brutal
than the IRA and have created the risk
of a vicious, inter-communal cycle of
coercion and counter-coercion. Lastly,
terrorism can become a way of life, so
that political success and the abandonment of the armed struggle become
something of an anti-climax.
If terrorism is to be distinguished
from criminal or pathological violence,
it has to be geared to a clear political
aim, whether this be anti-colonial, secessionjst, ideological or religious.

Terror, which js an unavoidable aspect
of any violent activity, has a central
role in generating pressure on the adversary. In Bosnia, when violence was
used to get people to aba`ndon their
homes, that was terrorism. The mass
murders at Srebrenica, on the other
hand, were not terrorism - they were

perpetrated to deny young men to the
Bosnian army and for revenge. For terror to work, its incidence must be
known, even amplified. Otherwise
there is no reason for those engaged in
such acts to want anything other than
secrecy.
In the media age the possjbi[ities for
terrorism have grown. Any incident
will be headline news, the full horror
displayed on TV screens while politicians insist that the culprits will be
found and punished. Security experts
advise on better protective methods
and pundits speculate on those responsible and their likely rationales. This
has undoubtedly helped terrorists ex-

tract the maximum publicity from
outrages. The result is a tendency to
allow the medium to become the message, by which the act is apparently
considered by those responsible to be
eloquent in itself.

At the time of writing, the United
States has been shocked by an attack
on service personnel at Dharhan in
Saudi Arabia, the loss of 219 lives on
flight TWA 800, destroyed as it was
leaving New York and an explosion in
Atlanta's Centennial Park mid-way
through the Olympic Games. The first

of these was explicitly designed to
change American policy in the Gulf
and embarrass the Saudi Royal Family
for a]]owing foreign troops to help it
survive - the targets were troops and
not civilians. The second incident may
have been the result of a terrorist bomb
but this has yet to be proven, while the
third clearly was designed to cause loss
of life. In neither the second nor the
third case has anyone claimed responsibility, nor are they ever likely to do
so. The two most comparable incidents
-the downing of a Pan Am flight over
Locherbie and the explosion at a Federal Building in Oklahoma City -were
both deliberate but have yet to be
claimed by any group, or also have
been the subject of outrageous,
unprovable claims by unknown
groups. With the Atlanta Bomb, speculation has ranged from right-wing
militias, whose motives though confused would undoubtedly be political,
to a local security guard trying to create a moment of glory for himself,
which would not be political at all.

Either way the act was parasitical on
the Olympic Games and the vast media
circus which accompanied it.
The last time that an Olympic Games
was marred by terrorism -in Munich
in 1972 -the politics was not at all
obscure and the victims were Israeli.
The presumption is that if the TWA
disaster is shown to have been terrorist, there will also be a link with the
Middle East, just as Locherbie is now
officially blamed on Libyans and
unofficially on Syrians. Terrorism is
by no means unique to the Middle East
but it has become something of a
tradition, with now a long history of
hostage-taking, airline hijacking,
random murders, calculated assassinations, bombings and sniping against
military and civilian targets. This has
its roots in the generally turbulent politics of the region. But at its core has
been the Arab-Israeli dispute.
This brings us to the question of

Continued on next page

Jewish attitudes towards terrorism.
From the Torah, it is unnervingly hard
to extract a clear prohibition against
terrorism as a method. People are classified according to their ethnicity and
are held responsible for past sins committed by their ancestors. There is little
effort to distinguish combatants from
non-combatants and thus no concept
of an innocent civilian. The story of
the ten plagues is one of coercive
threats based on escalating levels of
violence, culminating in the killing of
the first-born. There is certainly no encouragement for notions of `fair play'
in the conduct of wars.
In modern times, the tendency of
Jews to gravitate towards the radical
left led to association with extremist
groups. Jewish students, for example,
were often at the fore of the terrorist
movements which developed in revolutionary circles in Tsarist Russia.
Many were prepared to cut themselves
off from their Jewish roots to get closer
to the peasantry whom they believed to
be the key to the revolution. Unfortunately, as the pogroms illustrated, the
peasants did not always return the compliment. This has long been the
poignant fate of Jewish radicals forced to choose between being chainpions of universal justice or of their
own people.
The S¢oc}% does not count as terrorism within my definition, although it
was undoubtedly terrifying for those
caught up in it. It went further than
mere coercion. It was designed to
eliminate the Jewish people - not to
scare them into fleeing from Europe or
force them to change their religion or
get their leaders to adopt a pro-German
stance. Whether or not it counts as
mega-terrorism, the Sfeoczfe has gener-

ated a natural sympathy with any
victims of political violence but also a
determination to do whatever is necessary to prevent Jews becoming special
victims.
This tension is critical in attitudes
towards Israeli policy. The failure to
find a political solution to the ArabIsraeli dispute has encouraged violent
responses. Whether out of a lack of
alternatives or a philosophical preference, Palestjnian and radical Islamic

groups have favoured terrorist methods more than most. They have not
confined themselves to targets within
Israel or even Israelis but have attacked
Jewish targets throughout the world,
most calamitously in Buenos Aires.
The Peres government lost as a result
of its lack of a credible answer to
Hamas bus-bombings, or at least the

4

1946, the British never cons=dsred the

reliance on the Arafat administration
to provide an answer. That could be
presented as old terrorists set to catch
new terrorists. With the degree of terrorism now elevated as one of the key
indicators of an Israeli government's

lrgun to be militarily irresissfi"e. The
strength lay in Begr-n's brilliant propaganda and the exaggerated British
response to attacks on the security
forces, which helped shift sendment in

performance, Benyamin Netanyahu,
the new Premier, js now in turn extremely vulnerable to a successful
Hamas campaign. He has to face the
old quandary whether terrorism can be
defeated by security methods alone, or
whether jt also requires political moves
that help separate the terrorists from

the Yishuv towards the Irgun. More
importantly, it was Brifain's contl-nued
failure to relax the ]inits on Jewish
immigrationwhichmadeitinpossible
for the Jewish Agency and the
Haganah to follow their inclinations
and support the authoritl-es in an antiIrgun campaign. When they had

their natural constituency.
Israel has never been reluctant to
fight fire with fire. Its critics claim that
Israeli methods in the occupied territory and in Lebanon have been truly
terroristic, using brutal means to scare
civilians into a sullen compliance.
They have not even been above assassinating enemies of the state in foreign
capitals or taking hostages. The Februany Hamas attacks were c]ajmed to be
in response to the assassination of one
of the group's military leaders and

co-operated in early 1945, Ingun was
damagedtothepointwhereBegineven
considered a suicidal last stand. In the
end, the British left Palestine because
they lacked the will to stay in the face
of hostility from both the Arab and
Jewish communities and because of an
absence of American support. There
was one soldier for every 18 inhabitants - a quite sustainable burden over
the long-term.
Irgun's guerilla campaign proved to
be no preparation for the war against
the Arabs nor did it lead to early electoral success. It has, however, been
studied by other guerrilla groups, ineluding the PLO. This was to the
exasperation of Begin, who denounced
any comparison between the two
movements as `blasphemy'. Had he
lived, he would have seen Arafat make

chief bomb-makers. Whatever the
strength of these claims, part of Netanyahu's prot)len in presenting himself
as the leader of an anti-terrorist front is
that Israel has managed to lose the
moral high-ground when waging its
own campaigns.
A further difficulty for a Likud gov-

Israel has never been reluctant to fight fire with fire.
Its critics clain that Israeli methods in the occupied
territory and in Lebanon have been truly terroristic,
using brutal means to scare civilians into a sullen
compliance.

more extreme Stern Gang that attacked
British targets in the years leading to
independence. They still claim credit
for the end of the British Mandate. A
recent book by Saul Zadka, a former
student of my London University de-

the transition from terrorist to statesman that he himself had achieved.
There is good reason for Prime Minis~
ter Netanyahu to look again at the Irgun
campaign, for he might note that the
failure of the British lay not in its readiness to put soldiers at every corner,
impose curfews or impose repressive
methods. Their failure sprang from
their inability to locate the extremists
by making moderation appear good
sense to the majority .

partment, provides both a useful
history of the Irgun and its methods
and also an analysis of its impact on

has been Professor Of War Studies at King's
College, London, since 1982. He is the author

ernment is that the party was created
by people who had indulged in terrorist methods themselves, as part of a
liberation struggle. Menachem Begin
led the /rgz/# Zi;czj. Lewmz. and Yitzhak
Shamir was a key figure in the ev.en

British policy.

Zadka makes it clear that, despite
such notorious incidents as the bombing of the King David Hotel in July

PROFESSOR LAWRENCE FREEDMAN

Of numerous academic studies including Britain and Nuclear Weapons, The Atlas of Global
Strategy o#d ¢.a;."//}!J The Gulf Conflict,199091. He and his family are members Of
Wimbledon & District Rofiorm Synagogue.
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I AM A TWIN
William Wolff

followed 90 minutes later. For another
14 years we were rarely apart. Neither
he nor I knew anything of the terror
some children experience when they
first go alone to a new school. We
never went alone.
For the next 40 years we were rarely
together. We were not identical. But he
in Australia and I in Britain would
every so often and unbeknown to one
another, do exactly the same thing at
the same time. We would take up running or swimming or some new diet at
the same time, or send one another the
same birthday present. And we continued to take both pride and pleasure in
the fact that we were twins. If anybody
asked us whether we had brothers or
sisters, he in Australia and I in Britain
would tell all and sundry about our
sister and her six children but above all

that we had a twin -not just a brother
but a twin. I cannot to this day speak. of
my childhood in the first person singuTar. I automatically and involuntarily
say "We did this" or "We went there".
And when I see slightly puzzled looks
around me, I quickly explain that I was
not using the royal "we", honestly I
was not but that I had a twin.
My twin died in the most tragic way
any human can leave this life 12 years
and four months ago. For most of that
time I have been unable to celebrate
our birthday. Only in the last few years
have I been able to regard that day as
one of mourning but possibly again
one of modest celebration. And in spite
of the way in which our twinship
ended, in spite of the fact that in later
years we were not as close as it would
have been supportive and comforting
to be, neither he nor anyone who knew
either or both of us was in any doubt
that we were twins. That remains one
of the most important andjoyous facts
of my life.

Surprisinglys that action cal!sed a

certain amount of public ceniment surprisinglybecauseinourpresentclimate, killing baties fn woinbs causes a
lot less comment than killing calves
suspected of carrying BSE.
And in the course of the bn-ef argument, on screen for a week, buried in
oblivion since, we did for the first time
have a chance to take a new look at the
creed behind the ki"ng.
First there is the argument of choice.
"It was the mother's choice" we are
told. And that is the put-off, put-down
and shut-up for every one who might
think there is a question, or maybe
more than one question, to be asked
about her choice.
Choice is the major moral discovery
of this post-modern age. Until about
the year 1965 all humanity were robots. Those of us who were bornjust a
few years before, as indeed all our ancestors, never had or made any choice
- be it between rice crispies or shred-

ded wheat at breakfast, between butter
or Flora on toast, between thejazz, pop
or classical singles we played on our

gramophones - if any reader possibly
knows what a gramophone was - or be
it about making or breaking an engagement. We had no choices about our
affairs, flirtations or even marriages.
We did as we were told, by the Book,
by the culture or by our parents.
Today we are blessed with choices.
And the very act of making a choice
hallows everything. Because the sovereignty of choice overrides the
morality of any choice. "It was her
choice" is held to be a good enough
reason for any action. Every choice is
moral by the very reason of being a
choice. And the morality of any particular choice is beyond the bounds of
discussion.

The very act of choosing from a

Today we are blessed with choices. And the very act
My twin

Of maJing a choice hallows everything.

OR
THE
FIRST
NINE
months of my life I shared my
mother's womb with another
little male. And when the moment
came to face the somewhat wider w.orld
outside I, with a passion for travel
which has stayed with me to this day,

That is why I was so deeply concerned by the story which burst upon
the British public late this summer of
the mother who decided to have one of
the twins within her womb killed and
of the doctor professor who so readily
complied with her request. From such
remarks as he made in public, he ap-

pushed my way out first. He was in
rather less of a hurry and with great
consideration for our mother's love of
coffee and crisp rolls for breakfast,

peared to treat the killing of that twin
as a matter of straightforward routine,
as if he had been asked to remove a
bunion from the mother's big toe.

F

menu makes both a pork chop and a
prawn cocktail kosher. An 18-year-old
has the choice of either helping an 80-

year-old lady across the street, or of
relieving her of her handbag and
week's pension. And each choice is
totally "valid". For choice now makes
the mugger as moral as the milkman,
the cheat as honourable as the judge
and the kimng of babies in the womb
as noble an act as cutting tumours out
of brains.
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And alternative choices -because if
there is choice, there js by definition an
alternative - are never admitted into
the argument. "One alive is better than

two dead" the doctor professor is reported to have proclaimed. But was
that the only course open to him? Was
there never the choice of keeping both
alive? And if the mother, comfortably
off by her own admission, had after
their birth still felt unable to look after
them, was there not also the choice of
having them adopted and so giving
boffe the choice of life, boffe the chance
of wholeness and completeness? You
do not need to take my word for it,
there is a growing literature that tells
us that one twin without the other feels
for ever incomplete, feels deprived,
bereft and impoverished throughout
life, no matter what else, good or bad,
happens in that life.
My twin and I were not wanted by
our parents at the moment of our conception. We were a mistake. That is
what we were told long afterwards. My
mother at that time had extensive fainily connections in the medical world
and I am sure any of her uncles, greatuncles or second cousins thrice
removed would have quickly and
quietly got rid of us. I am eternally

grateful to my mother that she did not
have us killed, that she gave boffe of us
a chance to live, notjust one of us -I
would not have wished to be the surviving one.

And how can the doctor professor
presume to claim that the twin he has
allowed to survive in the womb will
remain unaffected by sharing that
womb for five or six months with a
dead foetus. How dare he claim that
sharing a womb with a dead foetus will
have no effect on the surviving and

growing baby. Has he or any other
laboratory scientist ever shared a
womb with a dead foetus?
We know today beyond any doubt
that a foetus does have feelings, that it
can feel pain. So how dare this or any
other professor pretend that a baby

growing in the womb, who can hear
our voices and respond to other stimuli,
remain unaware that the foetus with
which it is jn constant contact is dead?
By what cold arrogance do they insist

there is no effect?
The %ec%sAer (legitimising) phrase

that makes everything kosher is the
one that claims that choices are "informed" -as vague and indefinable a
fig leaf as any that has ever been
plucked out of thin air. In this case a
potential human life has been ended
and another is being exposed to haz-
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ards in the womb and deprivation outside, without any attempt to fathom or
measure consequences, without the
least regard to such information as was
readily available.
In this case the doctor professor and hundreds like him throughout the
world -is daily playing God without a
fraction of the care, the knowledge and
the wisdom which we ascribe to God.
This is not the place to restate the
Jewish religious` attitude to the abortion of foetuses. It has been amply spelt
out over the last few decades in both
learned and more popular journals.
Unlike the Roman Catholic church, the
world-wide Jewish community has no
central authority to define teaching.
That is both a strength and a weakness.
In the past, a consensus of teaching
and doctrine has usually emerged, often after centuries of discussion. In the
case of abortion as an alternative to

habitants of these homes are incapable
of walking like most of us walk, many
of them will never again be able to
hear the aside in a conversation or a
television play, or read the small print
in either a newspaper or an insurance
po]jcy. Many of them will never again
be able to enjoy a juicy steak, well or
underdone, or a creamy meringue. How
many nursery, infant or primary schools
could we build, how many new hospital
extensions, if we4dr.d not have to spend
countless millions `on looking after our
seniors beyond the age of, say, 85?
If you allow the killing of one class

of human beings on .grounds of
"choice" and balance sheet, how many
others are next on the list?
If you wipe out the absolute sanctity
of human life, who is next for the killer
needle`of
doctors who
demeanmedical
and di`minish
themselves
to amoral
technician.s?

I am here concerned only with the novel issue Of
killing a twin in the womb. For both the mother and
the surviving twin will have to pay a heavy price i;or
that f;or the rest Of their lives .
contraception, it is too early for such a
consensus to have emerged. The only

point of total agreement among current
Jewish teachers is that Judaism has
never been as inflexible as the Catholic
church. While in principle against killing babies jn the womb, it did allow for
exceptions during or before the process of birth. Current views amo.ng
rabbis range all the way from those
who wish to stick with past rigorous
limitations, to those who, in effect,
wish to sanction abortion on "choice"
or demand, without regard to the morality of that choice or demand.
I am here concerned only with the
novel issue of killing a twin in the
womb. For both the mother and the
surviving twin will have to pay a heavy
price for that for the rest of their lives.
And beyond that there is a domino effect upon the most vulnerable sections
of society.
If the balance-sheet morality of"one
alive and one dead is better than two
dead" and that "two alive are too ex-

pensive or too demanding to maintain",
if that simple arithmetic morality is admitted in this case, why not through
the rest of our society?
The town where I now work is more
full of old-age homes than any other
place I have known. Many of the in-

My prayer continues to be for the
surviving twin, that he or she may one
day come to terms with the fact that it
was their own mother who asked for
the killing of his or her twin and who
will have to live with the fact that this
same mother would have been content
if his or her own life had been ended in
the womb.
My prayer is for the mother, in case
one day she wakes up to the enormity
of what she did to both her twins this
past summer season.
I find it as yet too hard to pray for the
doctor professor who carried out that
killing. I know I must continue to try.

My final prayer is for every one of
us. For all our sakes, I pray that this doas-I-fancy society of ours may one day
regain an awe and a respect for the
absolute sanctity of human life. Only
then can we restore the right to a natural, unmolested and peaceful end to
every human life which our tradition
declares to be unique and precious be-

yond computation I
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF j.s depwty ed!./or
o.i Manna and minister o.i Brighton and Hove
Progressive Synagogue. He has previously
served in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Milton Keynes,
Reading and as an assistant to Rabbi Hugo
Gryn at the West London Synagogue. He was
trained at Leo Baeck College.
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the enemy of faith.
A14IvrvH then asked her about the
origins of her Labour allegiance.
By the time she was at secondary
school, the JFS (Jewish Free School)
in Camden Town, her allegiance lay

HOW "JEWISH"
ARE JEWISH MPs?

firmly on the left. The values taught
there chimed in with her own.
Dr Edward Conway was the headmaster. "I remember him as a
particularly i nfluential and charismatic
figure. The ethos he imparted to his
students, the importance of having a
sense of community, freeing things up
to a wider society whilst retaining a
strong sense of identity, made a deep
impression. And yet equally in the outside world there were events of an
inspiring nature that were occurring
throughout this period. The Labour
victory of 1964, for example, stands
out as my first consciously political
memory. It had a galvanising effect."
So, too, did the Civil rights struggle
in the United States. It struck her as
being of special significance. She saw

parallels between the struggle of the
Afro-Americans for recognition and
the silent peaceful war being waged
perpetually by Jews against antiSemitism.

"Even though I was only in my teens

Jews will stand as candidates for both the main parties in the general
election due shortly. MAITNAL invited two leading Members Of the present
House Of Commons to write about their Jewish and political commitments.
Sir Ivan Lc[wrence, QC, MP, is a veteran Tory backbencher and represents
North West Surrey Synagogue on the Board Of Deputies. Barbara Roche,
MP, is also a barrister and has been a Labour Member since 1992.

when Martin Luther King was assassimated, he remained a great hero of
mine. He symbolised an uncompromisingly clear-headed opposition to
senseless bigotry. It was this stance
that I saw being echoed elsewhere."
For all these reasons the Labour
Party held such an attraction for her.
A4AIVIVA next asked Barbara Roche
about her university years. She went to
Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford University, to read Law. Shejoined the Union.
And at political meetings she met a
Catholic student, Patrick Roche. In
1977 she married him.
A4AIVIVA asked how that fitted in

with her Jewish upbringing and back-

JUDAISM AND
SOCIALISM

Barbara Roche, MP
Barbara Roche about her

MANNA
childhood
FIRST
and school
ASKED
days.
There was no single moment at
which she became conscious of her
Jewish identity. No sudden realisation,
rather a constant and perhaps instinctive awareness that 'this aspect of
herself was of central importance.

To a large degree this was due to her
parents. Both committed members of
the United Synagogue, they instilled in
her strong convictions. "As a child, my
weeks revolved around a seemingly
endless cycle of classes and services.

These made a very powerful impression on me as did the experience of
growing up in the close-knit Jewish
community that made up the Hackney
of my adolescence in the early sixties.
This framework was of key significance in shaping my perspective of
society."
Religion and politics were openly

debated at the dinner table at home.
Discussion was viewed as the fuel, not

ground.
She insisted that it was totally in
accordance with the values she holds
dear - tolerance, cooperation and the
breaking down of barriers. She regards

her marriage as proof that harmony
can reign in a household which unites

different faiths.
None of the early problems proved
insurmountable. Her parents have
more than accepted Patrick. "And I feel
our daughter is doubly blessed. She
grows up with a dual heritage, fully
aware that she is Jewish, because I am
Jewish but also with a knowledge of
her father"s background."
Her Jewish identity has clearly been
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a major factor in her private life. To
what extent, asked W4IVM, has it
shaped her political convictl.ons?
"Absolutely is my unequivocal answer. I see the principles I currently

stand for and advocate in the Labour
Party as having deep roots in the Judaic
tradition. The Hebrew Bible ideals of
leaving part of the harvest for others,
treating people as you would have
them treat you, caring for the weak as
well as the strong, working as a community - all these seem to me to be
fulfimng a prophetic vision of social
justice. It is these timeless values that I

see as the common threads binding Socialism and Judaism utterly jn my

mind„ I
BARBARA ROCHE /#Ge Wcrr6Jo/!.s/ tvas bo/.#
in London in 1954. A gI.aduate Of Ox.ford Uni-

versity, she is a barrister and has represented
Hornsey and Wood Green since ]992. In this
article Barbara Roche was speaking to Tashi
Lassalle.

I proceeded to knock my opponent offbalance so that he crashed against the
wall bars and was off school for the
rest of the month!
These interludes apart, we all
seemed to be friends in class and
played football together in the playground at lunchtime. I can never
remember any real malice or animosity at school, though no-one can deny
that there was anti-Semitism about in
the homes of my school friends.
For a long time I was the only Jew jn
my form and I believe in my year.
Looking back I used to feel like a gladiator fighting for my race. I felt pleased
to be such a minority. Perhaps I enjoyed being the centre of attention too.
Later in my school career, I remember
my art master, a swarthy, mustachioed,
beefy champion swimmer and school
tyrant, saying, "You can be proud of
bei ng a Jew boy -everyone has learned
to respect you." I was - very proud.
I tell this story because I think that

behalf of Jewish causes and for Israel.
I certainly enjoyed campaigning for the
release of Soviet Jewry -and upsetting
the Russians at the same time. I do not
mind the unpopularity in standing up
for Israel when she is reviled and basking a little in my association when she
is admired. I feel happy when I can
raise money for British or world Jewry
by making a speech. I feel sad and a
little ashamed, when I find that the
income of a Member of Parliament
seems to run out before it reaches Jewish collecting boxes.

I am sure that my attitudes to society
are heavily bathed in my Jewishness.
Because of it, I believe in God and jn
the importance of religion. I beheve in
the role of the individual in society,

provided he has respect for others and
for the instjtutjons of society. I believe
in the importance of the family and of
educating children with discipline if
necessary but preferring the inspjratjon of society's leaders - like my so

•.`T

POOR TORIES'
GREVILLE

Sir Ivan Lawrence,
QC, MP
Ta¥s,:%Rh;onsLT:Ha:s;hv:e:]33a:::o:::
walk every morning to my new school,
swinging my satchel about me. Often
my arrival at the playground would be

greeted by a fusillade of fists, feet and
shouts of "Here's the dirty Jew boy"
from the reigning bullies of the day.
Arms flailing, I tried to give as good as
I got but the gatheling crowds would
cheer the bully until the roll call bell
would go and the show would be over.
Strangely as I recall now, although I
am more physical coward than not, I

never tried to be late for fear of the
fight. I must admit that I used to feel
quite relieved when I could tag along
with Fenton Bresler, now a famous

journalist, who was several years older
and bigger than me and who sometl.mes took the same route to school at
the same time. I recall that no-one ever
did me any real harm. In fact, on one
occasion the PT master separated bully
and me, put boxing gloves on us both
and frogmarched us to the gym, where
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I do not mind the unpopularity in standing up f;or
Israel when she is reviled and, basling a little in ray
association when she is admired.
although I am hardly a shining exam-

ple of a religious Jew, my Jewishness
has undoubtedly helped to mould my
personality. I have always -notjust in
recent years - been proud of being a
Jew. I am ashamed of how little I remember from my cfeeder years. I am
shy in shul when I am invited to take
part in a service but I like people to
know in politics that I am a Jew.
This is not always easy though. In a
Christian society, it would not be sur-

sadly missed friend and mentor, Hugo
Gryn. I love freedom for its own sake.
I believe in competition and competitiveness. It is a worthwhile aim to try
to stand on our feet if we can, in ajust
and merciful soc].ety.
All this is the foundation of my po]jtical creed, though I personally have
a tendency to be rebellious and inde-

pendent and I often find conformity
difficult.

prising jf there was some preference which has little to do with racism - for

I think all this has grown from my
Jewjshness. I love my Jewishness as I
love my country and its mu]ti-racial-

a practising Christian to represent peo-

ism.

plc in Parliament than a Jew. In fact I
attend church services more often than
I think I go to shul. I cannot properly
represent my constituency without attending functions every Friday night,
eating all manner of non-kosher food,
travelling and conducting my weekly
advice sessions every Saturday morning and spending Saturday doing unSabbath]y things.
I try to compensate, I suppose, by
being a reasonably active member of
the Board of Deputies and being a kind
of poor Tory man's Greville Janner in
the House of commons! I know I have
some influence which I can exert on

Although my father was once choirmaster at Middle Street shul in
Brighton, my parents were not very
religious. So where did my Jewishness
spring from? Perhaps some of it and
my character were planted in that
school playground in Brighton fiftytwo years ago, when I became a

gladiator I
SIR IVAN LAWRENCE, QC, MP, wcrs bor#
in Brighton and is a distinguished member Of
the legal profession. He has been Conservative

MP i;or Burton since 1974 and is Chairman Of
the House Of Commons Home A.f:fairs Select
Committee. He is also Vice-Chairman Of Conservative Friends o.i Israel.
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TW.O JEWISH MOTHERS
Lawrence Kushner
In our Spring issue this year, we carried a major essay by the distinguished American Rabbi, Lawrence Kushner.
When Rabbi Kushner submitted his MALNNA Essay he also sent us a thought-provoking article on `same-sex' religious
ceremonies. Over the last flew months the subject has become even more topical. The Reform Movement has
asked the Assembly of Rabbis for guidance on the subject. The Assembly has set up a Working Party to study the
entire issue and a full Assembly discussion is anticipated early in 1997.
MA:NINAL wishes to stress that Rabbi Kushner's cogent argument represents one point Of view.
We would welcome both comment in support and comnent advancing an alternative view on the broad issue Of
same-sex ceremonies and also on specific aspects. Those wishing to participate in the debate are asked to
restrict their contributions to 400 words and to submit them to MA:NINA` by 1 st December I 996.

AnF:;:?:t:B;::::nfifA:n:;::puh:S;li
was delighted by the opportunity. But
there
were
complications
with
committees, calendars, administrative
matters and things did not work out. I
was disappointed but thought not much
more about it until, over a year later, a
friend in England casually mentioned
it was unfortunate that I was "purged"
from teaching. "What do you mean?" I
asked. "Well, you know," he was
trying to be discreet, "when they heard
that you had officiated at a
`commitment ceremony' between two
lesbians, you became too hot for all the

Orthodox and even a few of the
Liberals to handle. Even though many
of us have been fighting the good fight,
apparently some thought it was better
tojust cut you loose."

tion who, in one of their finest hours,
God bless them all, voted to support
my decision, unanimously. The process of making my decision was
lengthy, serious and spiritual. For me it
was nothing less than the intersection
of spirituality and politics. As a response, therefore, to the critics I did
not know I had and, most important, jn
an attempt to keep us all talking out in
the open about spiritual reality, I respectfully offer an outline of how I
reached my decision to officiate at a
commitment ceremony of two Jewish

That is how the last generation, at
least in the colonies, dealt with homosexuals. We sent them into Cfeerem,

personal reminiscence.
I had a cousin who moved to California as soon as he was discharged
from the army. In those days, California was even farther away than it is
now. He had some kind of j.ob in the

hung around lavatories and sodomjsed
little boys. They were an abomination.
Some people thought it was because
they had overbearing mothers and
weak fathers. Others thought that homosexuality wasjust moral weakness.
Maybe it was partly genetic. Male homosexuals were a combination of sex
criminals, niggers and lepers. Better
they should suffer in isolation and
shame. And we crossed an elaborate
infrastructure of half-truths to justify
our actions and even make us feel
righteous. If the 20th century has
taught us anything it is that people,
without hesitation, will humiliate,
would even butcher a person whom
society has identified as not like them.
It is almost as if people seem to have a
need to exclude others in order to make

arts out there, working for network tel-

both Jewish. They met at our syna-

family gathered in Detroit for a major

gogue. One even "came out" at a
Shabbat moming Torah discussion.
They had bought a house in town so
they could be close to their congregation. So, when they came to me, their
rabbi and asked if I would help them
consecrate their new Jewish home with
some kind of "wedding-like" ceremony, I had to take their request

event. He was, as I recall, a very kind,
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punishment.

::#ehde,gh#:::n:iiE.e;ec::rps:,.sTvhe:y

evision or something. I only met him
on a few occasions when the entire

the board of directors of the congrega-

gay. And that means that there was
something ontologically wrong with
him and that his voluntary excommunication and disease was an appropriate

lesbians. I should like to begin with a

It is true. I did officiate at a ceremony uniting two lesbians. They were

seriously. I shared my intention with

messenger. He died a few years ago.
Some members of the family said he
died of pneumonia. We all know what
that means. It means they /feo#gfef he
died of AIDS. And that means he was

gentle man, with a warm, perceptive
smile and a good sense of humour.
While it seemed odd that he chose to
live so far away from an otherwise
very close family, I never paid it much
attention.
A` few times my aunt who, on account of the inevitable age spread in a
big family, was his contemporary, went
out to visit him. She was the family

Continued on next page
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themselves feel secure. We Jews know
all about that.
To make matters worse, virtually
everyone has some cause to feel insecure in his or her sexual identity. And
someone who is homosexual threatens
our own, often tenuous, self-definitions.
According to Kinsey, sexual orientation fluctuates over a lifetime. Fifty
percent of the male population is
exclusively heterosexual throughout
adulthood, four percent is exclusively
homosexual and forty-six percent have
both heterosexual and homosexual
inclinations in the coiirse of their
adult lives. Among women the incidence of homosexuality is one-third to
one-half less than among men.I And,
as psychotherapy has conclusively
demonstrated, regardless of action
behaviour, everyone has latent homosexual fantasies.
During the past six months I have

had occasion to meet five different
people who confessed that they were
either themselves homosexual or who
had children who were homosexual.
One of them was one of my rabbinic
students. Four were members of this
congregation. And in all five cases the
conversation involved crying, desperation and great pain.
What would it be like to live as a
homosexual jn our society? Your family would treat you funny. They might

buy you a ticket to some far away
place. Your sex urge would be defined
as immoral, perverse, pathological.
You would be subject to de/acfo job
discrimination. If you had a lifelong,
homosexual partner, with whom you
had lived in fidelity and love for forty

years, none of the legal benefits of
taxation or inheritance would apply. If
you were critically ill, your partner
would not have the hospital visitation
right automatically accorded a spouse.
If you were a Jew and did not want to
flaunt who you were but did not want
to hide it either, there would be very
few places you could dove#.
This is all the more ironic since virtua]ly every argument once marshalled
first against Jews and then against
blacks, has been used to keep homosexuals in a state of social and religious
inferiority. "God wants them to be this
way." "They are automatically strange,
dirty, disgusting." "They defile our genetically pure culture and society." We
will call them by funny names and tell

jokes about them. Or, more urbanely,
"Some of my best friends are ..." or,
"they should live and be well, just keep

them away from me and my family."
At first reading, Leviticus 18 could
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not be worse. Indeed a cursory reading of the traditional sources seems
to equate things like incest, sexual
perversion and homosexuality. But
this is an egregious error. God's Torah is not just a law, it js a way of
love and compassion, a tree of life.
To be sure, the Torah's moral princi-

ples remain constant from generation
to generation but as our knowledge
of what happens in the secret places
of the home, the bedroom and the
psyche increases, we are better able
to understand and apply them.
We live in an extraordinary time in
the evolution of Jewish moral awareness and, as Liberal Jews, we are on
its cutting edge. It was only recently
that pregnant women were allowed
to appear in public, during what was
euphemistically called ``the time of
their confinement". And only a generation ago, even Jewish husbands
were allowed to discreetly abuse their
wiv?s and children and many did. It
is not an indication of moral weakness or decay to speak of such painful
parts of our history. On the contrary,
to do so is a sign of our moral courage and vitality.
So, as serious liberal Jews - who
believe that our tradition constantly
demands we sensitise ourselves to social reality - we must fashion a new
framework for conceiving of homosexuality. We begin by asking, who
is a homosexual?
In the words of Rabbi Herschel
Matt -his memory is a blessing:
Homosexual behaviour has been
found to involve not merely a sin-

gle event act, or series of such acts
but often to reflect a profound inner
condition and basic psychic orientation, involving the deepest levels
of personality.

Bradley Shavit Artson, writing in
rj.kkw# magazine2, defines what he
calls a "constitutional homosexual"
as "a person with a compelling erotic
and affectional attraction to members
of the same gender." In an excellent
essay, he neatly outlines many of the
classic arguments. Adding a few and
modifying some, I can discern seven
discreet arguments against homosexuality. I will outline them and

briefly try to suggest why they are
specious and insidious.

Argument 1 :
Homosexuality is unnatural
Sex is naturally heterosexual
throughout mammals and this is confirmed by the shape of male and
female genitalia. Unfortunately, biologists
have
conclusively

demonstrated that homosexuality
among mammals is not unusual. And
Clellan Ford and Frank Beach's study
of 76 different cultures found 49, or
64%, in which some sort of homosexual behaviour was accepted for
certain members of the community.
But even if homosexuality were unnatural, we could still find a host of
things that are entirely natural which
are abhorrent and some things which
are clearly unnatural - for they are
practised only by a tiny number of human beings - which are exalting.
Ultimately the `.unnatural" argument
turns out to b6 merely a thin disguise
for saying, "I don't like homosexuals."

Argument 2: Homosexuality is a
mental illness
Homosexuals are sick. They have
bad chemicals, or bad genes, or bad
parents, or bad home environments.
With the right psychiatric care, they
can and should be cured. Well, according to the unanimous vote of the
American Psychiatric Association in
1973: "[Homosexual acts] are not by
themselves psychiatric disorders." Full
stop. According to studies by Elf Coleman, we find no other statistical
variation of mental illness among homosexuals than we find in the general
population at large. Even Freud acknowledged that "homosexuality ... is
nothing to be ashamed of ... it cannot
be classified as an illness." And perhaps most important, as psychologist
Dr Sol Gordon has pointed out, a
child's sexual orientation is determined
by the time it is five years old. Finally,
as the studies of Judd Marmor have
shown, both supporters and opponents
of the social acceptance of homosexuality generally agree that "satisfactory
heterosexual adjustment in individuals
who previously had a sustained pattern
of exclusively homosexual arousal is
rare." And according to Nathaniel
Lehmann, "homosexuals rarely become heterosexuals even with the best
treatment methods supposedly available." Researchers claiming the highest
success rate are only able to affect
change in less than 20 per cent of homosexuals. To say it directly, there is
no cure because there is no illness.

Argument 3:
Homosexuality is disgusting
This argument is at least candid. But

perhaps you can remember back to a
time when imagining any sexual act
was disgusting. In the words of one
gay newsletter, "You could not imagine anyone you knew or loved,
particularly parents and role models,
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really doing that!"3 Indeed, most of us

would probably find many acts which
routinely occur within healthy hetero-

gay but in the way sexual preference is
expressed. We also now know that
"children raised in gay or lesbian

sexual families also disgusting. But in
those cases, however, social sanctions
are never invoked. Somehow only

households grow up to be heterosexual
at precisely the same rates as children
in heterosexual homes." Rabbi Robert

physical expressions of homosexual
love are intolerable. To describe a mutually loving and respectful intimacy as
disgusting only betrays our ignorance
and usually a deeper personal fear of
our own latent homosexuality. It certainly describes nothing jntrinsjc to
homosexual love. Again, in the words
of the same gay newsletter: "It is not the

Kirschner, writing jn /cfdczj.sm4 cites
even more telling statistics:

gender of those involved in sexual acts
which renders them moral, amoral, or
immoral but rather the care and the love
and respect which go into these acts
which determine their ethical character."

Argument 4: Homosexuals are bad
role models for young people
In its ugliest formulation, this argument maintains that socially sanctioned

homosexuals serve only as dangerous
role models for young children but by
insinuation, that homosexuals will impose their perverse will on children.
Even granting the highly theoretical
and extremely unlikely existence of a

person with no sexual preference, how
will we explain the existence of all the
homosexuals who managed to discover
who they were with absolutely no role
models at all? Despite overwhelming
evidence that the preponderance of
sexual assaults on children are committed
by
heterosexual
men,
homophobia prevails. What must be
said instead, loudly and clearly, is that

people who abuse children, whether
heterosexual or homosexual, are pathological and their actions are criminal.

Argument 5: Publicly sanctioned
homosexuality will increase the
number of homosexuals
This is perhaps the most intriguing
argument. It is often called the "50/50"
argument. According to this line of reasoning, since most men and women at
some time in their sexual development
could "go either way", social tolerance
of homosexual behaviour might make
a few more people homosexuals who
might otherwise be nudged into being
heterosexual. Here, too, the scientific
research of the past few decades has
conclusively demonstrated that this is
simply inaccurate. To cite the work of
A. Elfin Moses, we now know that:
regardless of opposition or tolerance,
some group of people in every age
turns out to be gay and the greatest
difference between periods is not in
the proportion of the population that is
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It is estimated that the incidence of
exclusive homosexual behaviour in
Western culture ranges from 5 to loo/o
for adult males and 3 to 5% for adult
females.5 ... [Nevertheless] despite

the trend toward increasing sexual
permissiveness in our times, the inci-

dence of homosexual behaviour has
remained constant.6

Let us suppose, for the purposes of
argument, that publicly sanctioned homosexuality would actually increase
the numbers of homosexuals and that
an increase of even a few per cent. in
the number of homosexuals would be
deleterious to society. How then shall
we responsibly go about discouraging
homosexuality? What social penalties
shall we condone?. How many homosexuals must be psychologically
damaged in order to stigmatize their
conduct? And at what point is this alleged good to society by discouraging
homosexual behaviour offset by the
abuse done to completely innocent human beings who happen to be
homosexuals?
Dr Eugene Borowitz, American
Judaism's pre-eminent writer on ethics, correctly points out that simply
fearing that tolerating homosexuality
might encourage people of uncertain
sexuality and those whose psyches or
traumas make acting out attractive to
abandon heterosexuality, cannot serve
as moral justification for denying homosexuals equal rights.
"Without any control to measure the
experiment, we have no way of measuring whether the present discrimination
has had any positive effect on society at
all, nor can we reliably predict any of
the social consequences. Moreover, our

particular experience as Jews has some
bearing on this universal issue. The reason [such an argument] has never found
a significant place in modern Jewish
ethics is that it could easily validate a
Christian or Moslem society refusi ng to
grant equality to Jews or other dissenting minorities."7

Argument 6: Homosexuality
destroys family life
ln a bygone age when marriages occurred
between
teenagers,
the
discovery by one of the partners that
he or she was a homosexual probably
was a common home wrecker. But

Artson wisely observes, "forcing homosexuals into heterosexual roles is a
sure way to subvert the loving and supportive nature of family life." What
ruins family life even more is dehumanising and exiling one of its
children, attempting to compel them to
lead celibate lives and denying them
equal social and religiou.s status. Inability to parent one's own children,

for whatever reason, is no reason to
deny any loving couple the joys of
sexual love and children, either
through artificial insemination or adoption. There are plenty of orphans in
need of a loving home. We encourage
the creation of loving, nurturing Jewish homes where children can grow
into loving and mature adult Jews.
In Bradley Artson's words:
After all, a barren woman, an infertile man, an impotent man, a
post-menopausal woman, or even a
married couple that engages exclusively in non-genital intereourse -all
of these individuals do not procreate.
Yet very few rabbis would refuse to
perform a wedding for them on the
grounds that their sexuality is incomplete.

Rabbi Yoel H. Kahn writes that:
Many more homosexuals would
have children if society were more
supportive of their becoming parents.
The ethical action, it would appear,
would not be to encourage homosexuals to deny their nature and to try
to become heterosexual and many
but rather to encourage the Jewish
and general communities to endorse
and support homosexuals as parents. It
is not the homosexual who is not interested in fulfilling the covenant
responsibility, as much as it is the community that stands in her or his way."8

The fmal argument is for serious
Jews the most problematic.

Argument 7:
Homosexuality is explicitly and
unequivocally forbidden by the
Torah. It is called an abomination.

"If a man lies with a male as one lies

with a woman, the two of them have
done an abhorrent thing. They shall be
put to death." (Leviticus 20:13) "No
Israelite woman shall be a cult prostitute, nor shall any Israelite man be a
cult prostitute." (De`uteronomy 23: 18)
"Do not lie with a male as one lies with

a woman; it is an abhorrence." (Leviticus 18:22)

Here, too, scholarship reveals a very
different situation. Cultic prostitution
was widespread throughout the ancient
Near East, with both genders servicing
male worshippers. Twice we are told

Continued on next page
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be or already are homosexuals. Indeed,
many of them are our own children.
And there is absolutely nothing we can

women. I could not take offence at the

- and I would now submit - or should

felt like standing under czny featppofe

plains that the Levitical prohibitions
refer to idolatrous prostitution and the

do to try to change that. Homosexuality is an una]terable aspect of

transgressions
of
Sodom
and
Gomorrah to a violation of the ancient
Near Eastern code of hospitality.9
Even more significant as Artson ob-

personality. Borowitz: `If homosexuality is fixed in one's personality early
in life, then jt is immoral to demand
that homosexuals deny their identity;

serves:

we effectively deprive these human
beings of their personhood.'

with two people who are in love and
about to consecrate a Jewish home.
They looked radiant joyous, in love.
Out of the comer of my eye, I even
caughtsightofoneofthebride'smothers. She was bearhing with pride, just
like any other mother whose child has
found a life partner and a congregation

of Jewish kings who expelled male
prostitutes and in both instances the
prostitutes were linked explicitly with
idol worship. Dr Ellen Umansky ex-

There is not

single case in the

[Hebrew Bible], or in any rabbinic
legal literature until the middle of the
20th century, that deals with homosexual acts in the context of
homosexual love. Every biblical case
deals with heterosexuals who engage
in homosexual acts.

In other words, when Jewish reli-

gious tradition speaks of a homosexual
it bears little resemblance to the way
we now understand such a person.
Artson continues:
Anonymous or coercive acts in
American prisons, or on navy ships,

for example - be they homosexual or
heterosexual -are, indeed, abominations. ro 'cvczA -the Hebrew word for
abomination - still applies to sexual
relations with minors, bathhouse sex,
rape and sadomasochistic sex.
... Our sages did not speak of the
constitutional homosexual because
they were unaware that such a person
could exist. The idea of two men or
two women loving each other, living
together, nurturing each other - and
in that context making love - has
gained recognition only in modern
times. The Torah did not prohibit
what it did not know.

Let us briefly summarise what we
do know about homosexuality and consider what its implications are for a
serious religious community:

I. We do not know what makes
someone homosexual. To be blunt,
anyone's child could turn out to be
homosexual. Whatever it is that makes
a man or a woman homosexual, according to the best available scientific
knowledge, seems to have nothing to
do with parents, society, or mental
health. Absolutely nothing.
2. In every culture the number of
homosexual individuals, regardless of
social, familial or religious encouragement or discouragement, seems to
remain virtually constant. Available
statistics suggest the number is somewhere between five and ten per cent of
the general population. In other words,

4.

We cannot ask homosexuals to

practice celibacy. Love and its expression through all forms of human
activity, including sexuality, is an indispensable dimension of human
fulfi]ment. Indeed, "by failing to grant
legitimacy to stable homosexual relationships, we discourage homosexuals
from establishing such relationships
and thereby undermine our commitment to family stability."

5.

While

we

understand that

present social reality makes the creation
in America of "gay" congregations unavoidable, our goal is to fashion a Jewish
community in which everyone is welcome and respected without regard to
their sexual preference.

6. There is no moral or religious
reason why two men or two women
cannot establish mutual, monogamous,
nurturing, loving relationships and
families. Homosexual couples are perfectly able to raise healthy children.
Indeed given the child-rearing disasters we have all witnessed within
heterosexual families, it is difficult to
imagine how homosexual parehts
could make things any worse.
7. Weareall obligedtohelpevery
human being realise his or her fullest
God-given potential in whatever body,

`Who are we to declare that the

quently rejoined. Three other lesbian
couples have affiliated with the com-

munity
where
they
are
indistinguishable from any other
household. One of the couples, through
artificial insemination, gave birth to a
child whom they named jn the syna-

gogue. I held the baby in front of the
ark and saw her parents in front of me.
I said the standard ritual, including the
part about "Torah, good deeds and
fez{ppczfe," then I couldn't resist sug-

gesting that there could be no doubt
about the Jewishness of this little girl
who, after all, had not one but two

Jewish mothers .
Notes
I.
2.

3.

4.

5.

people is an abomination and who
are we to deny other human beings
the joys of companionship on the

7.

9.

[To] see [homosexuality] now as a
sexual orientation offering the same
opportunities for love, fulfilment,
spiritual growth and ethical action as
heterosexuality."

Someone asked me how it felt.to
stand beneath a fe#ppczfa with two
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grounds that their needs are not idemtical to our own?'!°
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words, must be nothing short of moving:

Kirschner citing Kinsey et al, Sexual Behaviour in the Human Female.

Behaviour, ed. J. Marrnor (N.Y. I 980) p.7.

way in which God has created certain

gay or lesbian.
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There are a few interesting aftershocks to all this. One family quit the
congregation in protest but subse-

psyche and soul they were issued. As
Professor Ellen Umansky has scolded:

In the words of Rabbi Joel Kahn,
"God does not create in vain."

People we know and love will

to call home.

6.

no matter what we do or do not do, a
finite number of human beings will be
3.

question for I had been curious myself.
But the answer came as a surprise. It

1].

Ellenumansky (1983) p.15.
RabbiJanetMarder (1985).
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I

1937 when I was 16 years and four

ICAME
months
TOold.
ENGLAND
Within a week
IN APRIL
of my
arrival I was a pupil of st Paul's School
in Hammersmith. The school uniform
was still black suit, white stiff collar
and black tie, with school cap in winter
and straw hat in summer. In the sixth
form one was entitled to wear a bowler
hat and carry an umbrella. The night
before my first day at school was dedicated to practising putting on the stif.f
collar. I defy any young man to put on
a stiff collar with the elusive stud for
the first time in less than an hour. It
took me two hours. I lost three collar
studs and finally, in desperation, left
the collar on and sat up jn bed the whole
night. I wanted to be sure that I was not

fRT¢h
AND STIFF COLLARS
AT ST PAUL'S

going to be late for my first day.

A few days later, one of the prefects
came into Mr Stubbs' class - Stubbs
was a very fine history master with a
habit of turning up late - and threw
some of my books on the floor. "Pick
them up!" he yelled at me. Whilst by
that time I had some inkling of the
power of the prefects and their right to
commit minor injustices amongst new
boys, I also had a temper which, though
slow to rise, was fairly fierce. I said to
him "You pick them up." He threw
down another book. Ten seconds later
he had a black eye. By the time Mr
Stubbs entered the classroom we were
on the floor, both bleeding, our shirts
torn. He saw instantly what had hap-

mous chap - six foot tall, with
Falstaffian girth, short hair and with an
unremitting nostalgia for the "good old
days in the Hitler Youth". He really
could not understand why he had to
leave his beloved Germany and join
that "dreadful" English school.
Amongst the large teaching staff at St
Paul's were two masters who symbolised the polarised outlook of our
educators. One was Eynon-Smith, who
sympathised with the Geman and immediately took Hanfstaengel under his
protection. The other was a Mr Parker,
a pencil-slim, typical Englishman with
jet black hair and most elegant manners. He showed a marked sympathy
towards the few Jewish boys.
One of these was a young superman
called Cohen. He was an American,
well over six feet tall, beautifully built,
an outstanding sportsman and brilliant
scholar. Eynon-Smith realised that the
only way he could make Hanfstaengel
more popular amongst the boys was to
get him involved in sport. Whilst Cohen already had his school colours in
rugby,
rowing
and
boxing,
Hanfstaengel was far too clumsy and
too heavy for these sports. EynonSmith decided that he should become a
shot-putter. When Parker heard of this
little stratagem he arranged for Cohen
to take up that sport as well. Strangely
enough my name was also entered and
I went into serious training. I got nowhere.
Hanfstaengel,
who
had

practised hard and assiduously, broke
the school record for five minutes until
Cohen's turn came to break Hanfstaengel's record!
Cohen stayed in England, joined the
Eagle squadron, the American sector
of the RAF and was killed in action
five years later. Hanfstaengel and his

father moved to the United States,
where his father was interned.
Mr Parker took me in hand to improve my accent. "Worms, have you
practised speaking in front of a mirror?"
"Yes, sirrr," I replied.
"Worms, will you please stop roll-

pened and said quietly, "I think you

Fred Worms
Fred Worms, dislinguished businessman
and communal leader, grew up in
FI.ankfiur[. Germany. His au[obiogl.aphy,
"A Life in Three Cities: Frankfurt,
London and Jerusalem" /.s p#b//.sAed /A/.s
month by Peler Halban (£18.99). In lhe
i;ollowing exlracl, Fred Wol.ms describes
whal if was like lo be senl by his parents
[o Brilain as a sixfeen~year-old [o escape
the Nazi regime. From an ul[ra-orthodox
school in Frankfiui.f lo Si Paul's School in
London was quile a journey.
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chaps had better go and wash and then
come back here." We went out, cleaned
up and rejoined the class as though
nothing had happened. That was the
end of the first and last persecution to
which I was subjected at school.
One of my contemporaries was
young Hanfstaengel. His father, Puzzi
Hanfstaengel, was Hitler's clown and
companion. He was a Munich publjsher who made a fortune out of the
Nazis, fell out with Hitler and had to
flee. His son entered St Paul's at the
same time as I did. He was an enor-

ing your r's!"

I could never understand why the
class greeted what I considered a relatively harmless sentence with such
amusement. Mr Parker was tireless in
his efforts and jf from time to time I get
away with mimicking the then fashionable BBC accent, it is entirely due
to his persistence.
Mr Parker was also responsible for
making me take up boxing. He said "If

you must fight, Worms, you might as
well do it properly." For many decades
St Paul's had been the best boxing
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school jn the country. We had an old
army sergeant who had taught generations of boys. When I put on boxing
gloves for the first time he said "Hit
me!" and I rather gingerly put out a
dainty fist. He said, "No! Hit me as
hard as you can!" I let fly but could not
make contact with his body at all.
Every time I aimed for his face his
glove intervened like lightning, I became annoyed. I aimed for his body, I
aimed for his ears. It wasjust impossible. He was clucking and weaving,

always out of reach of my frustrated
fists. He took me in hand and I boxed
for the school's second team as a

far superior to that of an English public
school. The prevalent attitude was that
it was so much simpler for the foreigners to learn English. My French was
actually much better than my English.
When the day of my French oral exam
came I entered a classroom and there
sat three elderly gentlemen, one of
whom in painfully accented French
enquired whether I had ever visited
France. In fairly fluent contemporary
French, I gave them an impression of
the several holidays which I had spent
in France until I realised that two of
them could not follow me. Perhaps it
was my accent. Since that time, things

The highi before ray first day at school was
dedicated to practising putting on the stiff collar I
defy any young man to put on a stiff collar with the
elusive stud for the first time in less than an hour
welter-weight. After one of my fights
against another school my face was
swollen for a week. By that time I was
a sixth former, proudly wearing my
bowler hat and carrying my umbrella.
One of my friends, the secretary of
the school Boxing Club, Howard
Stone, was a lanky, thin fellow with an
enormous reach. He was knocked out
one day, fell on the back of his head
and spent the rest of his life in an institution.

Although St Paul's was considered,
with some justice, to be one of the best
academic schools in the country with
one of the highest percentages of

places and scholarships at Oxford and
Cambridge, I found the standard considerably inferior to that of a good
German school. I had come to England
without any knowledge of physics or
chemistry. The High Master advised me
that these were essential subjects unless
I was going to specia]ise in the classics.

I devoted the summer holidays to studying physics and chemistry and in two
months caught up with a three-year curriculum. I was due to sit for the Oxford
and Cambridge School Certificate,
which is the equivalent of what was
later known as "Matric", in December
of that year. For the compulsory Shake-

speare play we were given

rwe///fe

M.gfe/. Shakespeare was about as familiar to me at the time as the Talmud was
to my classmates. I felt that I had no
alternative but to learn 7Twe///fe M.gfef by
heart and now, some 50 years later, I
can recite many passages.
Continental language training was

MANNA AUTUMN 1996

have changed and French teachers are
natives of France, so this would not
happen now. When jt came to the publication of the results the Sur-Master -

assistant ugh Master - Mr Cooke,
called me over and said, "Worms, I
have a note from your French examiners which says `Worms' knowledge of
French is good. However, there was no
need to show off quite as much as he
did'." Damn it. I still had not learned
the English habit of underplaying one's
abilities. It was only many years later
that I appreciated the old dictum - If
you are too fluent, start stammering.
St Paul 's school was remarkably tolerant in those days. I had no difficulty
in having all the Jewish holidays off as
well as the Friday afternoons jn winter
when Sfeczbba/ came in early. It was,

nevertheless, with some horror that I
discovered that the Practical Physics
Examination was due to take place on
Friday afternoon at two o'clock. December was the time of the year when I
had to leave the school at one o'clock
in order to be back in Hampstead in
time for the commencement of Sfeobba/. The High Master was most
sympathetic. "No trouble at all,
Worms. We'll write to Oxford and see
whether you can take the examination
in the morning."
A week later he called me and said:
"I've arranged that for you. However,
I cannot spare any examiner so I have
to leave you alone. I want your undertaking not to take any books inside the
examination room and I want your

promise not to talk to the boys who

will be sitting the same examination in
the afternoon."
On the appointed day I entered the

laboratory where a master was waiting
for me. He gave me the question and
said, "I will be back in one and a half
hour's time," closed the door and left
me. The question was to find the latent
heat of ice which had to be determined
by means of several lumps of ice, a
thermometer, jars of water and very
delicate scales. I knew the latent heat
of ice was 80 but when I had finished
weighing and temperature-reading the
figure came out vastly differently. I
adjusted the weight of the ice cube so
that the result showed 78.5 which I
thought was near enough and this was
one of the subjects in which I got top
marks. To my amazement not a single
boy asked me what the question was. I
left the school entirely unmolested something which would have been

quite unheard of under similar circumstances jn Germany.
One of the highlights of the following very hot summer was the visit of
General Montgomery, as he then was,
to inspect our Officers Training Corps.
After the usual marching up and down
the school barrack square, we were told
to sit down on the tarmacadam surface.
Montgomery then climbed up on a

platform and gave us a pep talk. The
temperature was in the eighties and our
uniforms were extremely uncomfortable. At the end of his speech he
ordered us, in his clipped accent, "You
may get up." Half the boys were stuck
on the melted tar!
When I was due to leave school I
went and saw the High Master. "Sir,
what shall I do?"
By that time the small allowance
which my mother had sent monthly to
England had been stopped by the Nazis.
I had no particular preference for a profession. He deliberated and said, "You
had better become an accountant."
"But Sir," I replied, "my weakest
subject is maths. Didn't one of my
teachers say I would never learn it?"
"My dear fellow," he retorted, "accountancy has nothing to do with
mathematics."
I thought at the time he was joking.
Subsequent experience showed that his
insight was profound I
FRED WORMS

wcJs bo/.# i.# Fra#4/wrf J.#

1920. He has combined accountancy. business
and philanthropy throughoiit his life, making a
distinguished contribution to many Jewish communal organisalions. He is President o.i B'nai
B'rith Hillel Foundation, Honorary President

Of the Maccabi World Union and Honorary
Li./-e President o.i the Union Of Jewish Students.
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Both were products of the Enlightenment, now determined, like Jacob,
to cross the Jabbok in order to enterthe
Promised Land. For Zionism this was,
of course, the Land of Israel. For Reform, the Promised Land was, first,
Germany, where the movement started
but soon its German-born leaders took
it to America, the land identified as

promised-inBiblicalterms-'byJews

;.jii,-\,.;.%rwlrwlA\
ESSAY

and non-Jews alike.
Thus, as early as 1841, when the
Reform Temple Beth Elohim was dedicated in Charleston, South Carolina, its
spiritual leader, Gustav Poznanski, declared that "this synagogue is our

temple, this city our Jerusalem, this
happy land our PczJesfz.#e and as our
fathers defended with their lives ffeczf
temple, Zfecrf city and £7zcz/ land, so will

their sons defend ffez.s temple, £fe!.a city
and ffez.s land."2

ZIONISM AND
PROGRESSIVE JUDAISM
Dow Marmur
that the mysterious being who
THE wrestled
RABBINIC
SUGGESTION
with the
Biblical Jacob
(Genesis 32) was "the guardian angel
of Esau", provides a helpful paradigm

::ratT:nugng::S::nodft:gc°ofuJnet?r£St.:tf;t:e¥
Jacob - the maimed Jew who was
blessed to become Israel - and the
spirit of the non-Jewish world,
epitomised by Esau, the muscular
hunter.
Jacob knew that unless he holds his
own in the struggle, he will perish -the
other must not prevail. He also knows
that this is an opportunity to be transformed and renewed -to become Israel
-even if it has to be achieved in pain.
The crisis brings out enc>rmous strength
in this ostensibly weak man. It is the
strength of the survivor, the Jew - a
strength that goes beyond the muscular.

When Jews went into the ghetto,
they had reason to look down on the
surrounding civilisation. Christian cul-

ture did not constitute much of a threat
to Jews at that time, only Christian
power. But while ghetto Judaism had
been stagnating, the rest of Europe had
been shaped by many giants of the
spirit. Christianity itself had become
secularised and thus more tempting to
outsiders. So when the walls of the

ghetto began to crumble, the guardian
angel of Esau stood there in the shape
of European culture, ready to pounce
on Jacob, indeed obliterate him.
As a result, many Jews gave up without contest. Assimilation to the
surrounding oulture - and conversion
to Christianity as a way of gaining entrance to that culture - were
commonplace. Others pretended that
the walls were still there - UltraOrthodoxy deliberately, even if not
always consistently, ignores, nay defies, modernity.
But the majority chose to struggle.
All the modernist movements in Judaism, be they religious or secular,
belong to this category. The most
formidable among them were LiberalProgressive-Reform Judaism' and
Zionism. Both took on the non-Jewish
world and both integrated large chunks
of that world into their own systems.
The relationship between Zionism
and Reform must be viewed in the
context of the post-Emancipation encounter between Judaism and the
modern world, as illustrated by the
paradigmatic Biblical tale. The two
movements had very much in common. Both tried to enable the Jew to be
Jewish and modern, a challenge that

previous generations did not have. to
face.

This is Messianism transformed by
the encounter with the guardian angel
of Esau, now located in America, the
land of redemption. Poznanski and his
colleagues, as well as the congregations they served, saw themselves
having finally arrived in the Promised
Land, blessed and fulfilled as the true
Israel. From now on, Judaism would
be "pure faith", purged of its
particularist, "tribal" elements and
open to co-existence with and respect
by, all other faiths. The age of brotherly love - the Messianic age - had
dawned. There was no room for the
/ew!.sfe peapJe in this scheme of things,
only For the Jewish f iaith.
Zionism had similar Messianic aspirations, albeit in a secular key. Its
exponents, too, saw the prospect of the
Jews' return to Zion as the dawn of a
new age. In the words of one of zionism's precursors, Rabbi Yehuda
Alkalal, "the Redemption wilt begin
with efforts by the Jews themselves.
They must organise and unite, choose
leaders and leave the land of exile."3
Though Alkalal's destination was the
Land of Israel, not America, the thrust
toward the Messianic future, brought
about by human endeavour, was the
Same.

In his book on the relationship between Reform Judaism and Zionism,
David Polish stresses the similarities -

mttTee€Og%aestphroorfrig?]%;otT:
Emancipation and even when it

ifgteeadr:fit:oine`#:f,,etTi:fmo;:
Zionism regarded the Emancipation with distrust and the lapses
were both a vindication of the
distrust and proof that the Emancipation,
not
anti-Semitic

repression, was transitory. Likewise, Zionism was no less

euphoric about the future than
was Reform. The difference lay
in Refom's belief that the spirit
of the age would carry all hu-

#£]i];tyzj°onhi:mrebdeeire::fdveintffhe:
Jewish people's capacity to re-

Se]:hmjis}:]hfadne:#eedteheem°ebds;a:ii5
attempted to obstruct it. Jewish
Messianic fervour, in the face of
all difficulties, would triumph.4
One of the characteristics of Messianic aspirations in Judaism was the
notion of abolishing Halakhic observance, reflecting the view that, when the
Messiah comes, nomial rules of Jewish conduct, with few exceptions,
would no longer apply. Both Refom
and Zionism had such aspirations.
Hence their disdain for traditional Jewish observance, albeit for very different
reasons. In the words of polish The close identity between
law and national aspirations of-

fers compelling proof that to
Reform and Zionism alike, the
ritual tradition was not discarded

:frgdp]i¥obbescoai:::bRuet}°r¥hecr?ntijed;
perceived it as a deterrent to denationalising Judaism. By the
same token, when secular Zionists discarded the same tradition,
it was in the mistaken belief that
nationalism had reduced ritual to
irrelevancy.5

However, these seeming similarities
must not blind us to the fundamental
differences between Reform and Zionism. Both had, indeed, been products
of the same encounter with the nonJewish world and the same hope that
the Messianic era was at hand. But
they differed totally as to how that goal
could be attained.
Foremost among the differences Reform was religious, Zionism at least
in its main thrust and despite its early
precursors, was largely secular. Refomi was more interested in the Jewish
fiaith the,n in the Jewish people. In Z±onism it was the other way round - it

was a movement of the pear/e, more
than of the /crj.*fe. The mantra of Refomi was "the God of Israel lives".
The mantra of Zionism, "J4m yz.srare/
cfeczj., the Jewish people lives".

Second, whilst /crz.ffe in Reform was
largely universaljstic, peep/e in Z.ionism was largely particularistic. For
Progressive Judaism, Messianism precluded a future for Jews only. It was to

be redemption of the world, free from
ethnic and geographic constraints. For
Zionism, it was not possible to speak

of a future of the world unless and
until, the future of the Jewish people
had been assured and normalised.
The differences came to illustrate the
confusion. For with time, Refomi Judaism came to resemble the civil religion
of the surrounding culture, especially
in America - thus becoming embarrassingly secular - whj]e Zionism
assumed more and more the fervour. of
religious faith. Thus that which was to
be religious was being secularised and
that which was to be secular was being
fused with traditional religion - reli-

gious Zionism - and, even in its
ostensibly secular form, was becoming
a kind of religion.
At the same time, the universalism
of Reforin assumed more and more the
character of American particularism,
manifest
as
isolationism.
The
particu]arism of Zionism assumed
more and more the characteristics of
the universalist stance -it wanted Jews
to be like all other peoples. But because the other peoples wouldn't allow
them to be like themselves in the countries in which they lived, Jews needed
a land of their own.
The irony in the confusion should
not escape us. Those who distanced
themselves from Zionism because of
its secularity often became the victims
of secularism -not Jewish but Gentile
secularism. And those who would have
nothing to do with religion ended up
firing the religious imagination of Jews
by basing themselves on Jewish
sources that afflrmed commitment to
and yearning for, the land of Israel in a
way that Reform Judaism never could.
Paradoxically then, those who stressed
Judaism over Jews ended up talking
like Gentiles and those who stressed
Jews over Judaism tended to articulate
some of the most important tenets of
our faith.
One reason for the confusion may
be that Refomi and Zionism took hold
of different dimensions -partial manifestations - of Judaism and turned
them into absolutes. Liberal Judaism
held on to the universalist aspect of
Judalsm, Zionism to the particu]arist.
Both are rooted in Judaism but neither
expresses all of Judaism, because Judaism is universalism and particularism
at the same time.
As already mendoned, Zionism a.nd
Refom were fired by Messianic aspirations. But both ignored that Jewish
existence has always been characterised by the tension between seeming
contradictions and that every attempt
to resolve these tensions resulted in
distortion. The tension between

universaljsm and part]-cularism is mir-

rored in the tension between the
yearning for the ideal future and the
duty to deal with the real present. By
disregarding Halakhah - i+.hich deals
with the Jewish present - in favour of
antinomian Messianic dreams, both
movements came clase to obliterating
the rock from whence the}' were hewn.
This does not mean that I-#dz.vz.Jz/a/a

could not be both Refolm Jews and
Zionists and many were. But those who
wanted to be Zionist activists and exponents of Progressi`-e Judaism often
had to keep the two sides of their Jewish concerns in separate compartments,
with remarkably little interaction between them. There are, therefore, some
grounds for suspecting that their Zionism may have been more philanthropic
than ideological - it `i.as to provide a
home for homeless Jewish masses
rather than constitute an authentic response to the condition ofall Jews. It is
the precursor of the `icarious Zionism
that has now become so commonplace
in the Diaspora of the West.
The coming together ofzionism and
Liberal Judalsm `+-as the result of the
emergence of Nazl-sin in Germany, the
cradle of Reform and the country
which originally epitomised the promise of Jewish universalism. The Shoah
that followed challenged, perhaps even
demolished, Reform's universalist
doctrine. Nazism, in its refusal to distinguish between the Jewish reJj.gz.ow
and the Jew].sh peapJe, rendered the
post-Emancipation attempt to distinguishbetweenpeoplehoodandreligion
meaningless.

Zionism was largely vindicated, because the Shoah was seen as
incontrovertible evidence that Jews
would never be safe under the protection of others. Therefore, despite all
reservations against nationalism, it
seemed obvious that a Jewish state in,
say 1928, would have saved many, if
not all, of the six million who perished
and that a Jewish state in 1948 would
mean that those who survived and their
offspring, would always have a coun-

try they could call their own -Israel.
The softening of the Reform line on
Zionism had already come before the
Shoah. Thus in 1937, the Central Con-

ference of American Rabbis, at its
convention in Columbus, adopted a
Platform which viewed Zionism more
positively than hitherto. That Platform
differed sharply from its predecessor,
the Pittsburgh Platform of 1885, the
most quoted manifestation of classical
Reform. For all their continued and
almost dogmatic, affirmation of Jew-

ish universali sin, the leaders of Reform
were now sufficjently attuned to the
realities of their time to recognise that
the dialectic between universalism and
particularism would not be written out
of the script ofJudalsm. And they were
big enough to change their minds in
the face of changing circumstances. It
is more debatable whether Zionism has
been equally forthcoming in its appreciation of Refomi Judaism.
In June 1943, soon after the Uprising in the Warsaw Ghetto, the Reform
rabbinic body adopted a resolution
which stated that "it discerns no essential incompatibility between Reform
Judaism and Zionism, no reason why
those of its members who give allegiance to Zionism should not have the
right to regard themselves as fully
within the spirit and purpose of Reform
Judaism."6 The fusion had begun.
It was consummated three decades
later, jn response to the Six Day War of
1967. Alluding to the challenge to
Messianic expectations brought about
by the Shoah, the leading theologian of
Reform Judaism in our time, Eugene
Borowitz, wrote at the time that "to our
own surprise we sensed the presence
of a transcendent reality operating in
history that we had almost come to
believe could no longer make itself felt
there."7

Borowitz was also entrusted with the
task to prepare the equivalent of a new
Platform for the centenary of the establishment of the Central Conference of

ment in the cause of Zion. We
demand that Refomi Judaism be
unconditionally legitimised in
the State of Israel.
The tone and the content of this text
illustrate the transfonnation that had
taken place. As a result, in recent decades Progressive Jews have tteen in the
forefront of the support for Israel. But
the option of czJj.}jcrfe has been taken up

by relatively few and the demands for
equal n.ghts in Israel by those who live
there have not been granted and are not
likely to be granted under the present
administration.
Yet despite the religious disabilities
that Liberal Jews suffer in Israel, their

presence has made a difference in the
country, because of the institutions
they are building there and because of
the advocacy ofpluralism and equality
for all citizens in which they are engaged. Even if the relationship between
the Progressive movement and the
State of Israel - or Zionism, for that
matter - is by no means symmetrical
and not comparable to the relationship
between Orthodoxy and the Jewish
state, the fusion has become a reality.
What the future holds is difficult to
predict, especially in view of the need
to buy off Orthodox political parties
into every coalition government of Israel. Yet the clock will not be tuned
back for at least these reasons 1. The headquarters of the world
Union for Progressive Judaism will remain in Jerusalem. Though Reforin in

formation of Jewish identity.
4. Individual Reform Jews will
continue to play important roles in the
fundndsing efforts on behalf of Israel.
Many see it as an extension of the emphasis

on

social

action

and

philanthropy that has been the characteristic of Progressive Judaism since
its inception. As such fundraising will
increasingly be directed to specific
projects - away from the general kitty
that goes to the Jewish Agency - the
philanthropic element will be strengthened. And Israeli institutions under
hiberalauspicesmayverywellbecome
beneficiaries of the philanthropy.
5. Jewish statehood and Jewish
peoplehood will remaln a central e]ement in the theology and liturgy of
Refomi Judaism. We see lsrael's ever
growing importance with each new
Prayerbook, each new statement.
Whether rehgious Judalsm in general
and Reform in particular, will play a
part in Zionist thinking remains to be
Seen.

6. All this and much more will
happen because every professional
trained by the Reform movement jn
North America -rabbi, cantor, educator, communal worker -is expected to
spend at least one year of the training
period in Israel. Similarly, all rabbis

trained at Leo Baeck College spend the
third year of their course in Israel.
This move from pre-Shoah confusion to contemporary fusion requires
the re-thinking of the very nature of

Reform was more interested in the Je:wish fallth than in the Jewish peaphe. In
Zi?pesrp it was the other way round ~ it was a movement Of the peaphe, more than
o/zfee faith.
American Rabbis in 1976. It was

adopted with an overwhelming majority.
It includes the
following

paragraphs -

ext¥:r%i:a;Vtji]:::€:°e]jj:ewj#]:#
a third Jewish commonwealth

B,aes,geaennc}eesnttabh];S#aiE.°Wrep::;
bound to that land and to the
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Israel is one of the weakest constituents of the World Union, Israel as such
is its natural focus.
2. The Reform Zionist organisations in different countries, created
largely by the World Union, will continue to play a part in the World Zionist
Organisation, or whatever successor
body may emerge, as well as in Zioriist
Federations. Increasingly, they will
cease to be advocacy groups on behalf
of Refomi in Israel and become full

partners in Zionist work in the Diaspora.
3. Many young Reform Jews will
continue to travel to Israel every summer as the climax of their education in
their congregations. For even though a
visit to Israel at age 16 does not make a
Jew, it is accepted that the Israel experience is an unrivalled aid in the

Reform Judaism. That has not yet been

done, for the focus of the Reform
movement, certainly in America, has,
in recent years, been not ideology but
continuity. Its leaders have looked at
ways of reaching out to Jews on the
periphery, in order to try to prevent
them from leaving the fold, rather than
on formulating the nature of the Judaism they want them to affirm. Hence
the preoccupation with patrilineal descent, mixed marriages, gay rights etc.
Nevertheless, for many of us the relationship between Reform and Israel
has remained in the forefront. Thus, in
the course of the last decades, exponents of Refomi Judaism have allied
themselves not only with those in Israeli public life who share their
concern for pluralism but also with
those who see the prospect of peace as

essential for the future of the Jewish
state.

Some of us have also tried to formulate yet another statement, perhaps
even a Platfom, this time specifically
for Refom Zionism, in anticipation of
the 1997 Zionist Congress, to take
place soon after the hundredth anniversary of the first. This time the
intention is to bridge the gap between
the Jerusalem Program of the World
Zionist Organisation, adopted in 1968
at the Zionist Congress following the
Six Day War, when the majority of the
world's Jews seemed inclined to affirm
the essential principles of Zionism, or
at least not to object to them.
From a Reform perspective, the two
last points of the Jerusalem Program
are the least controversial. Point 4 affirms that the alm of Zionism is "the

preservation of the identity of the Jewish people through the fostering of
Jewish and Hebrew education and of
Jewish spiritual and cultural values."
This has, indeed, been the policy and
practice of Progressive Jewish education for several decades now -our new
curricula reflect it.

Point 5 of the Jerusalem Program
affirms "the protection of Jewish rights
everywhere". Again, Liberal Jewish
institutions and their members have
been in the forefront of every campaignonbehalfofdisadvantagedJews.
No disagreement on this point either.
But matters are less clear on the
other three points of the Jerusalem Program. These speak (1) not only of the
unity of the Jewish people but also of
the centrality of Israel in Jewish life,
(2) the ingathering of the Jewish peoplc jn its historic homeland through
cz/j.)/a% from

cz// countries, not only

from those countries where Jews are
oppressed, persecuted or in danger of
annihilation and (3) the tangible
strengthening of the State of Israel. It
is these three issues that the statement
in progress wants to address.
1.

The 1976 Centenary Perspec-

tive did not use the term "centrality of
Israel". We are now trying to include
it. The inclusion, however, requires

some rethinking of the nature of
Reform Judaism itself, because it has
always affirmed Diaspora life as a fully
legitimate mode of Jewish existence.
Perhaps the dilemma can be resolved
by stating that the Jews of Israel and
Diaspora are dependent on each other,
responsible one for the other and partners in Jewish destiny. And, without
compromising, it should be possible
for Progressive Jews to affirm that by
deepening the social, spiritual and in-

tellectual relationship between Israeli
and Diaspora Jews can jointly revitalise Judaism everywhere.
2. The test of Reform's seriousness about Zionism is, of course, its
attitude to a/I.};czfe. Is it possible to describe a/!.);crfe as A4j./zvofe, as understood

in the context of Reform Judaism, i.e.,
not as a manifestation of an immutable
law but an opportunity to express one' s
Judaism to the best of one's ability in
response to a divine call? And should
we consider partial a/I.);cz%, i.e., encour-

aging Diaspora Jews, rooted in the
countries of their residence, to have
second homes in Israel, spend sabbaticals there, send their children for
extensive stays, etc. etc?
3. Ourunderstanding of the nature
of the Jewish state may not conform to
the one envisaged by the Jerusalem
Program. In our current formulations
we are trying to articulate a vision of
partnership between Israel and Diaspora that goes beyond present ties.
Perhaps we are trying the impossible,
namely to turn a circle with one focus
- the centrality of Israel - into an el1ipse that allows for two foci, Israel

and the Diaspora - not only for the
purpose of co-existence but in order to
influence and affect each other.
On the other hand, in the light of the
new situation in which the Jewish peoplc finds itself at the end of the 20th
century, it may be possible to promulgate an elliptic view that will create
symmetry between Israel and Diaspora
and thus really allow for true partnership with far-reaching implications for
all concerned.
It is in this context that we would
also want to see the role of Refomi
Judaism in Israel. Its recognition by all
levels of authority in the state is obviously a sz.#e q2/a #o#. In view of the

present political climate, this may be a
pipe dream. But that need not de.ter
Reform Jews from continuing to affirm the liberal understanding of the
Jewish religion, the novel approach to
Halakhah and the insistence on the
separation of religion and state as being essential for the health and
well-being of Israeli society.
Zionism saved Reform Judaism
from oblivion and irrelevance. Once
the universalist dream of Reform ex-

ploded in our faces during the Shoah
and thereafter, the ground was, as it
were, cut under our Reform feet. The
attempt to find a new cause in the
American civil rights movement misfired, too, largely because of black
anti-Semitism. Only by embracing
Jewish peoplehood could Reform find

a r¢!.so# d'efre for its existence and
growth. We want to stay on course.
All the changes in Reform and Liberal Judaism that casual observers are
prone to ascribe to a return to traditionalism make much more sense when
viewed in the context of its embracing
Zionism -changes in liturgy, stress on
Hebrew, interest in folkways.
Zionism needs Refomi Judaism if it
is to flee itself from its narrow and
obsolete party-political perspective, if
it is to recognise that it is a movement
for the entire Jewish people, not just
for the cfecz/wJz;.in (pioneers). That's

why so many Israelis, who have no
interest in religion of any kind, nevertheless support Progressive Judaism in
Israel and welcome its involvement in
the world of zionism. They know that
the health of the Jewish state depends
on its ability to be open not only to
religious altematives to Orthodoxy but
also open to the world with which Reform Judalsm confronts every Jew.
The move from confusion to fusion
has not only been essential for the survival of Reform Judalsm -it may also
be essential for the survival of Israel,
not just as a state of Jews but as a
Jewish state. For if the choice in Israel
is between Orthodoxy and secularism,
the vast majority of Israelis will opt for
secularism and that may mean out of
Judaism. For the same reasons that it
has kept many Diaspora Jews in the
fold, Reform may stem the tide. What
the two movements have in common
may, in the end, be much more lasting
than what divides them I
Notes
1. The terms will be used interchangeably, fior the movement is Janown by
dif f ;erent nanes in dif ferent countri.es.
2. Quoted in W. Gun{her Plaut, The
Growth of Reform Judaism /Ivew yowl..
World Union for Progressive Judaism,
]965), p.9.

3. Quoted in Arthur Herfzberg (editor),
Tt\e Z;ior[ist ldetL (Philadelphia: The
Jewish Publication Society Of America,
1960), p.106.

4. David Polish, E`enew Our Days.. The
Zionist Issue in Reform Judaism r/erwsalem: The Zionist Library, 1976),
p.33.

5. op. ctt., p.38.

6. Quoted in Polish, p.48.

7. E#ge#e 8. Borowz./z, "Hope Jewish and
nape Secular', Judaism,17:2 (Spring
1968), p.145.
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professionalised, around the llth
century. This is hardly surprising
since basic rabbinic tasks must surely
be very similar wherever and whenever the rabbi functions - working
with a group of Jewish people called a
`community', doing what he - and

now also she - can to enhance, develop and augment their lives as
Jewish human beings. Questions have
always existed about the nature of
rabbinic authority and power, vis-avis both the community and other
rabbis, about payment, about the relationship between the rabbinate and
the laity and so on. Maybe it can all
be summed up in the rabbinic adage
which has the rabbi saying to the community, "I am your servant but you
are not my master."
But I guess that the core activity

has remained the same, grosso modo,
over the centuries. What j.a different,
clearly, are the demands made by the
time and circumstance in which the
rabbi functions. What is also different
are the particular perspectives on being a rabbi inherent in a Progressive
or an Orthodox approach.
Even within the course of my own

rabbinate - twenty-five years now,
thirty since I started Leo Baeck College - it is clear that there have been
changes, that the relative balance of
concerns has shifted and changed.

NEW
RABBIS
Colin Eimer
This is a personal view Of the
rabbinate. I don't lanow how many Of
my colleagues would perceive the

rabbinate in the same way.
I do Jenow how much it is irfluenced
by my mentor and teacher, Rabbi

Hugo Gryn, zichrono livrachah, to
whom this article is dedicated.

I should add that my reflections
were triggered by reading a new
history Of the rabbinate - A Co"c:rse
History of the Rabbinate dy SJ.mo#
Schwarzf :uchs , Blackwell, Ooford,
1993, ppl79, £40, hb.
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Thirty years ago there were very
few professionals employed in synagogues. The rabbi was expected to be
a `Jack of all trades' - only "Jacks"
then, no "Jilts". However, `rabbi'
might mean `teacher' but that didn't
mean a rabbi also made a good Reli-

gion School Head Teacher. A rabbi

might be a pastor but a different set of
skills might be needed to run and administer
a
community
care

programme. Rabbinic training has
changed over the past thirty years, so
that there is more awareness of the
need for rabbis to acquire teaching,
counselling, administrative and managerial skills. `Horses for courses'

means that communities now also recognise the need for a range of
specialist skills and that no rabbi can
have them all. Directors of Education,

youth workers and the like have been
employed. Rabbis are then `freed' to
do what they are best able to do, using
their particular talents. This can only
be of benefit to all - rabbis feel less
stressed, communities feel they are get-

ting the best out of their rabbis.
There is much fantasy surrounding
the rabbinate. Two generations ago
the Jewish world seems to have been

populated only by rabbis -according
to the number of people who tell me
"my grandfather was a rabbi"! Reading a /ewz.sfe Cfero#j.c/e article from
the 1920s, it spoke of a rabbi with a
synagogue of 200 families (some 500

people) as being a `1arge' community
-criteria for size changes. Childhood
memories of the past are no more reliable than childhood memories now.
A ten-year-old in my community
would have little idea of what I do no, I am not "invisible six days of the
week and incomprehensible on the
seventh". A4j; fantasy was that the
rabbi spent a lot of time studying, was
the wise counsellor, the compassionate arbitrator, the loving teacher. Yes,
there is some of all that. But the
boundaries of relationship between
rabbi and congregant remain unclear.
Comforting your bereaved treasurer
one week and then needing to negotiate salary with them the next
epitomises the unclear boundaries that

define -or rather, don't define -rabbinic work.
The rabbinate has professionalised
itself in terms of being concerned with

drawing up appropriate contracts with
the synagogue, conditions of work,
career structure, professional organisation and the like. The rabbinate has
professionalised itself also in that
there are increasing numbers of jobs
for rabbis in non-congregational work
-the `Jewish Civil Service'.
The rabbi is a teacher. But the nature of the teaching has changed
considerably over thirty years. We
still teach in the formal sense of tramsmitting knowledge. But increasingly,
the rabbi as teacher has become much
more of a facilitator, a guide accompanying travellers on theirjourney for many, a journey of reintegration
into Jewish life, as adults who spent a
long time in the wilderness. It becomes. a journey of joint exploration,
where rabbis bring /feej.r particular
skills and resources, just as congregations bring /rfeej.rs. Such times have

been among the most rewarding,
when the blurred distinction between
rabbi and congregant is positive rather
than negative. There is a real sense of
moving forward together, gaining
new-insights, deeper understandings
of what we are as believing, if questioning and even doubting Jews.
This, too, has been a change. It no
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longer feels necessary to present oneself as the rock of faith, without any
doubts. Maybe this is no more than
greater maturity and is not specific to
these times and circumstances. Maybe
it is just my fantasy about rabbis in
the past not having or, more likely,
not feeling able to acknowledge
doubts or questions. Being in the rabbinate teaches that presenting oneself
as having doubts and questions does
not usually weaken the belief and
faith of others but, quite the opposite,
affirms and strengthens it.
Congregants are not disillusioned.
They know the reality of their questions and doubts. They also know the

involvement of women was a catalyst.

Thirty years ago, a Jew who wanted
to search out the spiritual in religious
life turned to the East, feeling that
Judaism had nothing to say on the
matter. Certainly, little was foecrrd
about it. The revolution that started in
the USA with the `Jewish Catalogue'

generation is felt here, though with a
more English restraint. Numbers are
not enormous but it is clear that interest in renewing spirituality, explori.ng

new approaches to prayer, study and
Jewish living and expression are part
of the `agenda' for Jewish life into the

with threats to the existence of the
State of Israel no doubt played their
part in making it too easy for Jews to
see "never again" as referring only to
Jews. Fortunately, the energy to work
for fj.kkc/# o/czm, repair of the world,
has been rediscovered more recently.
The contemporary Progressive rab-

binate has tried to work for
rapprochement with Orthodox colleagues. But there is a built-in
imbalance in the relationship. The
implicit pluralism of a progressive ap-

proach does not sit comfortably with
the trend towards dogmatism inherent
in any orthodoxy. Dogma and politics

Equality Of men and women in Progressive Judaism is a reality, yet it
still has a long way to go - certainly in particular synagogues as well
as, more generally, in an overall way Of thinking and being.
guilt of feeling they have to pretend
they have no doubts. Being a rabbi
enables working with people as they
negotiate the obstacle course of those
questions and helping them realise
that it is `kosher' to live with the paradox of a strongly-questioning belief
and faith. Being able to engage with

people at a very deep, personal level
has always been, for me, one of the

great consolations of the congregational rabbinate.
As a contemporary Progressive
rabbi, another major change over the
past twenty-five years has been the
effect of the increased role of women
in religious life in general and women
rabbis in particular. Sally Priesand,
reviewing twenty years as the first

post-war woman rabbi (CCAR Yearbook 1992) suggested that having
women rabbis has had certain major
effects on Judaism. It has spoken to
us more about empowerment than
about hierarchy and power. It has
offered "new opportunities for networking and partnership... the
women's movement has been a
catalyst giving all of us the opportunity to rethink previous models of
leadership". Secondly, the women's
movement has generated renewed
interest in spirituality,looking at new
models of divinity, understanding that
God embodies masculine and feminine characteristics. Perhaps these
developments would have happened
anyway - but Priesand is right, the
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next century.
Equality of men and women in Progressive Judaism is a reality, yet it
still has a long way to go -certainly
in particular synagogues as well as,
more generally, in an overall way of
thinking and being.
Progressive Judaism has always
laid great emphasis on prophetic Judaism. As a Progressive rabbi, it is clear

that one of the major differences between Orthodox and Progressive
rabbis is that my Orthodox colleagues
seem to be less concerned -certainly
less active - in working for fz.kk!/#
o/czm, to improve the world. Maybe
living a Judaism which places such
emphasis on the correct observance
of ritual commands creates a certain
mental frame of operation.
Maybe ethical imperatives, because
they are common to all people, are
somehow seen as falling outside the
frame. Alas, the prophetic thrust evident in Progressive Judaism thirty

years ago has tended to get rather lost
more recently. In part this is due to
Progressive Judaism's `flirtation'
with halakhah in that time, in part
because of the pressures that the
economic situation has placed on
Jewish life. The recession cannot be
blamed for everything but economic
insecurity does lead to a search for
certainty elsewhere and ritual acts,
rather than broader, perhaps fuzzier,
ethical imperatives, seem to offer that.
Learning about the Shoah and living

tend to gain ascendancy over compassion and Menschlichkeit. How long
does one engage in head-banging exercises? Uneasy co-existence may be
all that we can expect as the Progressive wing of Judaism grows in
numbers and influence.
As we end this century, the clarion
calls of Jewish life have changed. In
the '60s and '70s it was `survival',
with Israel and Soviet Jewry as rallying-points. `Survival' then meant
keeping alive against the threat posed
by physical and external enemies.

Now demography itself would seem
to have become antisemitic,. predicting the demise of any viable Jewish
community in this country. On the
face of it, the birth and death figures
do not look good, nor do those of
inter-marriage. We need to remember
Emit Fackenheim's caution that we
have always stood around the
graveside of those who predict our
imminent end. Yet, if true, these are
disturbing trends. What is clear is that
the flexibility of approach characteristic of Progressive rabbis provides
the best chance of coping with all
these new developments. I shall watch
them with the support of my Zimmer

frame I
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thing -is very near to you, in your
mouth and in your heart, that you
may do it.

BEING

Devczr/.»! 30: 11-14 I
JANET BERENSON-PERKINS j.s /fee CAcz!.r-

Janet BereusonPerkius

I

person of the RSGB Faith and Spirituality
Group, a teacher Of Bnei Mitzvah children,
meditation and Torah study and a student Of
the mysteries and wonders Of life.

N A
BLACK AMERICAN
Baptist church, seeing the congregation singing and dancing their

SENSOR

prayers with joy and passion, I knew

Arm Barnett

that was spirituality. I knew ffecz/ it was
but I

didn't know

wAcz/ it was.

Somehow, in spite of its formal
predictability, I also recognised the

property, entertainment and trade.
They do not incline to asceticism but to
politics and they are deeply involved in
the material world ... This deep
involvement with materialism can be

profoundly shocking to anyone with a
`spiritualideaofreligion'."
There are growing numbers Of Jews
today who are concerned about
spirituality as understood by and
pursued within, the Jewish tradition.
What is spirituality? Why should one
`pursue it'? And how?

The Reform Synagogue Of Great
Britain has established a programme Of
`spirituality retreats'. MA:NNA. invited

five participants to explain to us what
they mean by spirituality and why i.i
seems to them to be worth seeking.
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"spirituality".

I

some sensor embedded in me -

Age ideas, I began to draw together the
wisdom of many traditions to weave
formyse]fafcz//I./ofunderstandingthat
encompassed both the world of body,
emotion and mind that I inhabited and
the world of spirit that I yearned for.
Spirituality, still undefined, now be-

came less a goal and more a way of
being.

spirituality without meeting Jews ... In
the Western world they live mainly in
the dorinitory suburbs of the great
towns. They are highly literate and
middle-class. They are small
tradesmen, professional men, dentists
and accountants, heavily involved i.n

this

Israel, where I grew up, as an
expression of spirituality. In the
believed it. I just did not feel it.
As I explored first conventional
Judaism and later existentialism, Zen
Buddhism, Christianity, native American Shamanism, Hassidism and New

Rabbi Lionel Blue wrote at the
beg!.##j.#g o/To Heaven with Scribes
and Pharisees: The Jewish Path to God:
" lt is not possible to meet with Jewish

IS,

I AM
think NOT
I have SURE
felt it, touched
WHAT
it with
IT

synagogue prayers I knew it and

IS JUDAISM
SPIRITUAL?

really

Shabbat shacharit service at Temple

For much of my life I have beeh a
true child of yz.srcze/, struggling with
God as Jacob did and asking, as he did,
for the names, the answers, that would
mystically and wonderfully elucidate
the meaning of life. I was not transformed into a saint or higher being.
Rather, a recognition grew that this life
which God has given is holy and that
within it I have the capacity and opportunity to manifest an aspect of God.
Spirituality is, for me, about being
as well as doing. It is about consciousness, the awareness that I can choose at

every minute of my life to be in partnership with God or not, to do my best
or just to do. It reminds me of that
familiar and irritating school report
which said, "Could do better."
For this commandment which I
command you this day is not hidden
from you, nor is it far away; it is not
in heaven that you should say `Who
will go up for us to heaven and bring
it to us and make us hear it so that.
we may do it?" Neither is it beyond
the sea, that you should say, `Who
will go over the sea for us and bring
it to us and make us hear it so that

we may do it?' For the word - or

listening to Beethoven, hearing my
children laugh, moments with friends
-when, in a Buberesque way, I became

aware of what he called `Godmoments'. Actually, that is not quite
true, because I do not think I was aware
at the time. Only later, in retrospect,
have I recognised them or -even less

positively than that - have wondered
whether that is what they were.
The decision to go on a "Spirituality
Weekend", particularly one where silence was high on the agenda, was
taken with some apprehension, a smattering of scepticism and not a little
fear. Silence is something I avoid, filling my ears and head with talk and
music as much as possible. Silence is

about broz.g#s (being offended), about
loneliness. If anything, silence is about

the absence of God.
How was it then, that in that silence
there was something so powerful and
so gentle? Where did that awareness of
self become merged into an awareness
of us and an awareness of something
beyond us? There was a bird singing
and the trees were just blushing into
blossom. I had heard birds before and I
had seen blossom before. But then perhaps I had not really. It was rather like
hearing the cellos' faint background
hum, playing their own rich melody
beneath the main theme, for the first
time.

I embarked on a Jewish study programme some eleven years ago and
travelled a road from secular Jew who
believed little, to someone who, at least
some of the time, could accept intellectually the idea of God. However, I
am beginning to realjse that the intellect is not the only part of me that
demands being heard. But first I must
begin to learn how to listen. And in the
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silence I find that the journey I began
is
a
"truly
immense journey"

JOURNEY

(Kafl{a) .
ALNN BA.RNTITT is Head o.i Malhs at a London comprehensive school and a lnember Of
Southgate Re./`orm Synagogue.

FERTILE

Sherry Ashworth
able. When we try to say what
it js, we enter IS
immediately
into
SPIRITUALITY
INDEFIN-

the realm of metaphor and, more
particularly, personal metaphor. For
me, spirituality is an open door, a
hunger fuelled by nourishment, a
quest. Spirituality is a process rather
than a product. I also think it is
essential to the survival of Judaism.
Ritual without spirituality is moribund.
My own spiritual journey started

from a desire to transcend the barriers
that an Orthodox upbringing had
placed around me as a Jewish woman.
I felt I wanted to get at the core of the
faith and not its peripheries. Buttering
bagels was simply not going to be
enough. Yet the heart of spiritua]jty
remains always elusive, tantalisingly
SO.

In March of this year I participated
in a RSGB retreat, focusing on faith
and spirituality. I found I had a lot to
learn. I discovered it was possible to
move beyond words. In the peace and
sense of community that came from
participating in a group silence, I found
something that was inclusive rather
than exclusive. Silence proved not to
be an absence but something rich and
fertile.
The search for spirituality is full of
contradictions. As humans, we com-

municate through words, yet words
may be a block. Ourjourney takes us
away from self but it is rooted in self.
As a Jewish woman, I can experience a
creativity that for me is akin to spiritualjty and yet I am overwhelmed at

Colin Heyman
0 DEFINE SPIRITUALITY
seems to me an impossible task.
What seems possible js to try
and describe what I feel when I was
feeling spiritual or rather, what I would
call spiritual. I think of a sense of awe,
a feeling of connectedness with others
and the world, a sense of inspiration
and
healing
and
optimism,
a
knowledge that there is meaning and

T

purpose jn the world, a sense that
everything is going to be alright. I feel
sad, happy, exhilarated. When I think
of when I have felt spiritual, some of
the things I think of are mountains,
sunsets, the gift of a new-born child,
time spent with friends, as well as
synagogue services where I have felt

particularly connected to prayer and to
God. To me the search for spirituality
is a personal journey to find meaning
in life, or perhaps to know that what I
already have js enough, that no greater
meaning is necessary. It js a journey
where I learn about myself, the world
and my place in the world. It is vitally
important to me, for that journey
enriches my life.
I have found a retreat a useful place
to explore spirituality, in that is provides an opportunity to focus on the
search and thejourney. But I also see jt
as important to carry what we learn
about spirituality on a retreat back into
the world and to continue the journey
in our everyday existence. This seems
to me to be the place of spirituality in
Judaism, not to put it into a compartment but to see it as part of a whole that
is our lives, in the same way as we try
to carry the spirit of Shabbat back into
our lives in the rest of the week I
COLIN HEYMAN is a member Of cardiff Reform Synagogue and currently sits on the
synagogue council. He is by profession a
trainer and consultant, working with groups
and organisalions. Hobbies include mountain
walking.

times by responsibility and anxiety.
Majmonides tells us not to despair of

perfection and yet, how can we ever be
perfect?
What I have learnt, however, is that
it is worth trying to develop spirituality. It gives my life meaning, shape
and purpose. What js more, once you
have started, there is no going back .
SHERRY ASHWORTH, 4 membe/. a/ A4cr#chesler Re.form Synagogue. is a teacher and
writer, whose latest novel is No I:earl.
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SPACE

Paul Glicker

H

OW DO YOU DESCRIBE
the colour red? Impossible,
other than by allusion. London
buses are red or used to be, so are

tomatoes, pillar boxes, blood. Red is
anger, red is `stop', red is the party of
Mr Blair -well, pink anyway.
I groan when I am asked to write
about spirituality. It js incapable of
analysis. To attempt to dissect it destroys its power and its beauty - catch
a butterfly and pin it to a wall. DNA,
with its billions of proteins, molecules
and electrons, reveals nothing that I
wish to know about ]jfe.
We are obsessed today with `What'
and `How' and the price of fish. We

analyze to death the breakdown of a
royal marriage, we are sceptical of su-

preme acts of athleticism -what drugs
czre they using? We know and our kids
learn, the cost of everything and the
value of nothing.
`Clich6s', I hear you sigh. "Third-

rate phjlosophising" -we've heard it
all before.' That is why I groan when I
am asked to reflect on spirituality, because my language is inadequate to
convey my thoughts. Spirituality is
about ")/ relationship with God. It is
intensely personal and can be exhi]aratjng. It is about my feelings and
emotions, not intellect and rational
thought. I do not want to place it under
the microscope for others to inspect. I
want to cherish and nourish jt and, if
possible, enrich my dialogue with the
Eternal.
The dialogue may not be in syna-

gogue. In fact, for me, it almost never
takes place there. I am comfortable
with this. Communal prayer and spirituality are not the easiest bedfellows.
Choirs, b'#ez. mj./zi;of crowds on the
one hand and on the other space, silence, open-endedness. It is no
coincidence that I only find my spirituality in shut on occasions such as Yom

Ha Shoah or during the afternoon of
Yom Kippur.
For all these reasons, I participated
in the RSGB Spirituality Weekend
with some trepidation but I found
there an opportunity to explore my
own spirituality in a supportive and
enabling environment. This rare and
precious opportunity still shines as a
beacon many months after the event.
If the devil has the best tunes, then it

also has the most vivid colour - red
again. God has no colour but She has
an intensity of light whose radiance
might permeate the most sceptical of
souls - if only we open the door and

ask Her in I
PA,UL GljlcKER is Director, Administration,
Of the Institute Of Chartered Accountants in

England and Wales and aformer chair Of North
West Surrey Synagogue.
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TRAIN
WITH NO
TICKET
Howard Cooper
a child, I heard the sound of

LYING
INThey
BEDrumbled
AT NIGHT,
trains.
through AS
the

From time to time the

dark silence. Where had they come
from? Where were they going? Were
they transporting goods, or people?
Baguely Station lay half a mile away, a
small, shabby stop stranded at the
suburban rim of Manchester. Two or
three times a week the stopping train to
London arrived in a flurry of smoke
and soot, blackening further the dingy,
dilapidated dwelling that stood in for a
station house. But, day or night, most
trains just passed through - open and
closed carriages carrying coal, steel
and the industrial wealth that had once

name Jahob or Jakov
Lind crops up in

made Britain great. In 1963 Baguley
Station died, killed off by Dr Beeching.

Jewish literary circles.

He warrants half a
page in Blackwell's
Companion to Jewish
Culture. Yet Lind's
books have not always
been readily available
and his work is not
widely known.
MANNA ars4ed
Howard Cooper to tell
us more.
Gerhard H interleitner/CONTRA ST
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There remained the sounds of the
trains. The track was still used and the
sounds ghosted themselves to me and
as I strained to hear their last, dying
sounds fading away in the night, they
merged with other faraway trai ns passing through the night, bound for other
haunted destinations. When did I learn
about those other trains? How is it that
I seem always to have known that, not
so long before, others had also lain in
bed at night, hearing the rumbling
trains and wondering where they have
come from, where are they going, are
they transporting goods, or people?
Trainjourneys pervade Jakob Lind's
writing. Born in Vienna in 1927 of
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Eastern European parents, Lind left
the Nazi-occupied city in December
1938 A long train, its cargo chil-

dren
of all
ages
and
backgrounds. Children with luggage, large pieces or small, bags
and thermos foasks and packages
Of hard-boiled eggs, sticks Of
hard sausage. Children leaving
for an everlasting holiday. For
many of us the first journey
abroad and ourselves accordingly excited ... A train full Of

Jewish
children travelling
through a R!d\ch Of Black Spi~
ders. How could such a journey
end well?
For Lind it ended in the haven of
Holland and the rapid acquisition of a
Dutch identity. But the German occupation in 1940 meant that the respite
from fear was short-lived. On 20 June
1943 he slipped away from the final

roundup of Amsterdam Jews and went
into hiding. Two weeks later, with the
help of the resistance and forged identity papers, he was reborn as Jan Gerard
Overbeek, a labourer. The rest of the
war was spent in Germany as a
deckhand on a Rhine river-barge.
After several years in Israel, Lind
reached London in 1954, obsessed with
his `past, the war, the shame of belonging to a people who, the way I felt jt,
had allowed itself to be massacred.'
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Filled with an unabated anger against
the world, he wrote continuously, trying to give shape to his experiences
and those of his people. And in this
fiction, journeys by train become the
defining image of the Holocaust experiences.

The title story of his first published
work - a collection of short stories
entitled so#/ a/ Wrood (German edition
1962; English edition 1964) -begins

in the stark, unnerving, middle of

events Those who had no papers entitling them to live lined up to
die. The whole north-west stalion was a gigantic waiting
room. It was a long, long wait
but eventually everyone's turn
Came.

Pitched queasily between despair
and relief, between grim history and

Grimm fantasy, the story moves on Those who finally lay in the

freight cars thanked God and
when at last the wheels began to
turn and the engine spewed,
hissed and let out a long whistle,
none Of the forty-five had a tear
left. Every breath hart and crying was torture. Besides, the
dead don't cry. The forty-five
had died.
This opening is characteristic of
Lind, transmuting his rage into ironic,
paradox-ridden disorientating prose.

We feel the passengers' unjustified relief at the end of their `long, long wait'.
We hear them, piously or superstitiously, thanking God. We enter into though we cannot imagine it -the pain
of their breathing and crying. But then
we find, disconcertingly, that our imaginative engagement with these
victims is in vain. For although they
appear to be alive, they are already
dead, their fate sealed with them into
the freight cars. Like Ljnd, the survivor, we too know that by 1945 most of
those transported were dead. Fused
into the narrative flow of this evocation of a single fictjonaljsed journey,
we hear the beat of history. Lind's fiction memorialises those who died and
the purposelessness of their deaths.
As his first paragraph moves to its
close, he moves from the collective

fate of European Jewry to a reminder
that each one who died was an indi-

vidual Dr and Mrs Barth lay
squeezed together, for fifteen
years they had not lain so close
and felt neither pain nor cold.
They snelled nothing and saw
nothing.
Mirroring the situation of his protagonists, Lind's prose propels us into
a space between death and life. They

are dead, they appear to be dead, they
are as good as dead, they are still alive Continued on next page
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Confiused thoughts came to
them in their half sleep ... Dr
Barth murmured Adonai and
Mrs Barth moved her lips and
seemed to want to say Mama.
The train whistle blew again and
again.

die? You can get run over, you
can get shot by accident, at a
certain age your heart is likely to
give out, or you can die of lung
cancer. One way or another you
hick the bucket. Why not be eaten
by a madman on the Nice-Paris

Through a felicitous act of translation we overhear in the syllabic
repetition the repeated fate of Europe's
Jews -`murmur ... Mama ... again and
agai n ' -the dyi ng breath of faith merging with the wish for the security of
home merging with the sounds of the

Express?
By the end of the one o'clock News
the BBC is referring to Britain's worst
"mass murder". A previously unheard

journey into death. But the call -to the
divine Father or human mother - is
answered only by the shrillness of the
death-train's whistle. Lind's preamble
ends abruptly, with the naked facts `In the little Polish town of Oswiecim

they were taken off the train by men in
uniform and cremated the same day.'
A previously unheard-of town enters
the world's psyche under its other German name -Auschwjtz.
The story which follows is a
phantasmagoric tale built around the
Barth's son, .born with only a head,
who grows limbs over many years, until fully formed, though remaining

paralysed and mute. His fate is left in
the hands of the Barth's non-Jewish
servant, a one-legged World War One
veteran. The plot of this short tale defies succinct summary -it includes the
abandonment of young Barth, his miraculous cure by means of a stag
butting him with its antlers and the
incarceration of the veteran in a mental
hospital where he becomes involved in
the `special treatment' of patients lethal injections. The war ends and suddenly the Nazi protagonists need the
veteran's help in recovering the abandoned Jew. Through this perverse
reconstitution of the motif of the scape-

goat, Barth will be their passport to

safety - captured, bound up and presented as evidence of their good faith.
Lind's cynicism fills his flction,
which is freighted with grotesque and
bizarre images - a cannibal on the
Nice-Paris Express carries the tools of
his trade in a small black bag and dispassionately announces his intention
to kill, dismember and eat his travelling companion.
While l'm reading Jakob Lind's ma-

cabre and surrealist tale

Joz/r#ej;

Through the Night, I hear that in a
tranquil Scottish town a gunman has
walked into a school gymnasium kill-

of town is about to enter a nation's
psyche.
Earlier this week I had read about a
three-year-old child, visiting the West
Yorkshire Playhouse to see Pe/er Pcz#
with his grandmother, who was terrified
by the appearance of a giant crocodile.
Some art, it appears, still retains its

power to disturb -the child hides under
his seat during the performance. The
theatre is being sued by the parents for
the "stress and trauma" suffered by the
boy. Children, it appears, are not allowed
to be frightened. Naturally, they are permitted to watch "the News".
As we gaze into the jaws of Lind's
fictional world, we too may recoil at
the spectacle of Lind metamorphosing
the nightmare of Europe's recent past
into an amputated commentary on the
human condition. /owr#e); /ferowgfe ffee
N ight apeus..
What do you see when you
look back? Not a thing. And

when you look ahead? Even less.
That's right. That's how it is. It.
was three o'clock in the morning
and raining. The train did not
stop anywhere. There were lights
somewhere in the countryside

but you could not be sure if they
were windows or stars.
Here history, metaphor and an almost trance-like state of indeterminacy
co-exist. We begin in the middle of
nowhere. It is, as they say, the dead of
night. No past, no future. And we are
on a train. Again. In the distance there
is light -but is it on earth, or in heaven?
Lind's metaphors sometimes feel as if
they have to work hard to carry the
weight of the history they are being
asked to bear. But in /o#r#e)/ /feroz{gfe
/fee M.gfef he deftly captures the absurdity and horror of the calm,
unreasoned logic of the murderer intent on destroying his chosen victim `I've got to eat you. In the first place
I'm hungry and in the second place I
like you.' Lind dissects for us, with

ing 16 young chj]dren and their
teacher.

gruesome exactitude, the sickness.of
Nazism and Thomas Hamilton alike.
Lind relishes disorientating begin-

Death comes to every man.
Does it really matter how you

makes up Soc// o/ Wood -to my mind
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nings to his tales. In the collection that

still his finest fictional achievement his concluding story, jies#rrec/z.o#,

sta,rts ` "Deum Jesum Christum in
gloriam eternam est. Nu." Goldschmied turned over on the other side,
put down the prayer book and tried to
s/eep. ' 184 days in a closet during the

War, the converted Jew who is now the
Deacon of the Reform Church of Amsterdam mixes Yiddish with his newer
faith and ends up sharing his precious
space with a Dutch Jew in hiding. The
setting allows Lind to explore, with his
familiar black humour, the serious
theological and psychological issues
raised by the Holocaust.
The fiction in Soz// o/ Jyooc7 is neither cosy nor comforting. The
historical and the allegorical mix uneasily with traditional fairy tale motifs
and Lind's absurdist humour is invariably laced with horror. The barbed
subtext of recent history is never far
away. But this, Lind might say, is as it
should be. Life after Shoah is bitter,
the more so as time passes and the
enormity of the crimes committed
fades from memory. Art should hold
out no consolations for those with amnesia. In Lind's fictional world,
reflecting our own, we rarely know for
very long where we are. At any moment the crocodile may bare its teeth.
Unfortunately some of Lind's later
fiction feels less inspired than his earliest work. There is an insistent
hectoring tone to some of his fantasy
writing which wears the reader down,
telling us what to think rather than allowing his words room to stimulate
our imagination. Several of his novels
are now out of print. Others - rrczi/e/s

to the Enu (19&2:), The [rrventor (198])
-as well as a fine and fascinating auto-

biographical work Cross;.#gs, are
available in this country only from the
remarkable independent Menard Press
(8 The Oaks, Woodside Park, London
N12 8AR) run by Anthony Rudolph,
who has also recently acquired copies
of 7lfee S/ove (1983) for sale in the UK

(£6.99). This slim volume contains a
provocative re-working of the Akec7afe
which revolves around the conceit that

Abraham's "near murder" of Isaac was
a displaced attempt to kill off Sarah's
laughter - `Isaac' meaning laughter.
But in the end many of these short,
mainly mythological tales feel thin after the richness of Lind's non-fictional
autobiographical writing and his original and masterly Sow/ o/ Wooc7 .
RABBI HOWARD COOPER /.s cr £J/.c7dwcr/c a/
Leo Baeck College. an analytical psycholheraplsl and a lecltirer and writer on psychological
and Jewish themes.
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RIEDRICH NIETZSCHE, THE
German philosopher, was little
understood in his lifetime ( 18441900) and he is misunderstood even
now. An article in 7lfee 7l.mes referred
to him as "fascjsm's forerunner" and
the writer Conor Cruise O'Brien actually
ventured
to
suggest
that
Nietzsche's idea of the "transvaluatjon
of values" was "faithfully recapitulated" by Adolf Hitler. This in the
same paper which, during the war, at
the sight of Germany's scorched,
bombed-out ruins, quoted from 7lfe#s

F

spczke Zczraffewsfrcz "I loathe this great

city. Woe to it - such pillars of fire
must precede the great noontide".
As he wrestled with the transvalued
ideas arising in his mind, it seems almost symbolic that Nietzsche went
mad in the year Hitler was born. If he
conceived of a new man, the "superman", a figure "more tragic than evil"
according to Shmarya Levin, the Zionist philosopher, it was no chip off that
"botched and bungled" mob which was

paraded as an "Aryan" fJerre#vo/k. As
for the Jews, it so happens that one of
the most ardent champions of Nietzsche's philosophy was a German
Jew, who never ceased to uphold Nietzsche's
teaching
against
the
abominations ofNazism. Nietzsche, he
declared,
was
"an
intelligent
philosemjte" who had been "afraid of,
even obsessed by, German antiSemitism", so much so that his last
letter, written on the borderline of sanity, contained the peremptory demand
"All antjsemjtes must be shot!"

Fittingly enough, Dr Oscar Levy,

perhaps the most remarkable disciple
of Nietzsche, like the Master himself,
found life among Germans unbearable
and somewhat surprisingly chose
instead England, which Nietzsche
never admired. Indeed the young

SUPERJIAAN
C.C. Arousfeld
28

physician from Stargard, Pomerania,
came to England in 1892, aged 25,
with the zeal of an apostle seeking to
convert what seemed to him ``the most
important country of all to conquer for
Nietzschean thought". Because of the
worldwide appeal of her language, he
resolved to make Nietzsche known in
England or, he feared, the Master's
message might be lost for ever.
So he began to undertake that formidable project which eventually
emerged as the authorised English
translation ofNietzsche's works. It was
"the most complete and voluminous
translation of any foreign philosopher
into English", the editor claimed, g]orying in his pride to have been ``the
first pioneer both jn England and
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America of one of the most important
manifestations of European thought".
He did not have an easy passage. His
labours long remained poorly appreciated. People refused to take Nietzsche
seriously, treating his teaching as fundamentally nonsense. So when the first
three volumes appeared jn 1897, the
immediate result was that the publishers went bankrupt and no others were
willing to shoulder the risk. But Levy

was not to be daunted.
Fortjfied by the literary skill of five
fellow-believers - Paul V. Cohn, William A. Haussmann, A.M. Ludovic,
Horace a. Samuel and Helen Zjmmern

- he now staked his own fortune. By
1908 some interest was captured, albeit in circumstances very different
from those imagined by "the few inmates of the Nietzschean ark", as the
editor picturesquely put jt, who fancied that ``the waters of democracy had
djmjnished and at least some higher

peaks of humanity were free from the
appalling deluge".

What had in fact happened was that
Nietzsche's spirit was beginning to be
seen as the ghost of the Kaiser war and
when the last of the eighteen volumes
appeared -in 1914 -the scathing irony
was not lost on Levy. At the summit of
a notable achievement, he was reduced
to bewailing his essential failure. "In
spite of many encouraging signs," he
confessed, "I do not think I have been
very successful jn my crusade for that
European thought which began with
Goethe and has found so fine a development in Nietzsche." "Why," he
asked, "is my trumpet, which after all I
know how to blow pretty well, unable
to shatter the walls of English prejudice?".

In 1920 Levy came back -to meet a
baffling experience. After a few
months the Government ordered him,
a "former enemy alien", to leave the
country which had become his second
home. No reason was given except the
highly discretionary provisions of the
Aliens Act, 1919. Strong protests were
raised against this "absurd and humiliating" application of a law which, bad
enough in itself being contrary to British traditions, was now being enforced
according to the Wesfmj.#sfer Garzeffe
to exclude "a scholar of distinction"
who had "used his scholarship for the
benefit of Englishmen".
A petition was addressed to the
Prime Minister by some of the noblest
names in English letters - John
Galsworthy, Bernard Shaw, Lytton
Strachey, H.G. Wells, Julian Huxley,
Dean lnge, Hilaire Belloc and others,
denouncing the "police expulsion of so
eminent a man" as "surely a grave
reflection on English civilisation". It
was recalled that Levy had served
England during the war by providing
useful information which led to the

arrest of spies, for which reason it was
dangerous for him to return to
Germany.
The Home Office was not impressed. Levy had to go. He went
without rancour but also with no doubt
that he was being punished for his convictions and in the end he was glad to
be "free from persecution and humiliation, though courteously carried out, in
England". Possessing no nationality

after Germany had disowned him because of his British sympathies, he
found asylum in France.
Strenuous efforts were also made on
his behalf by Jews. The/ewj.sfe Cfero#j.-

ble before a Jewish audience or at a
workshop of abstract philosophers but
were absurdly ill-considered as a
preface to an antisemitic pamphlet (7lfae
World Significance Of the Russian
Revo/2/Jz'on by G. Pitt-Rivers). It was

no performance worthy of a Superman.
He especially belaboured the
Zionists who, he held, were shirking
their "duty to Europe" by "escaping"
to Palestine. As a Nietzschean, Levy
could not of course feel sympathy for
Zionism, any more than for other
brands of nationa]jsm. Yet the vision
of Jewish nationalism should not have
been entirely alien to him, for he saw a
kindred mind in one of the great
Zionists of England,
Benjamin
Disrae]j. The Disraelian novels seemed
to him "the best and only preparation
for those who wish gradually to
become
acquainted
with
the
Nietzschean spirit". There he had
found "the true heroes of coming times,
men of moral courage ... men whose
noble passions have altogether
superseded the ordinary vulgar rights
and moralities of lower beings".
Both Nietzsche and Disraeli he felt
"started from the same pessimistic di-

agnosis of the wild anarchy, the
growing melancholy, the threatening
nihilism of modern Europe", for "both
realised the danger of the age behind
its loud and forced `shipwreck gaiety',
behind its big-mouthed talk about
progress and evolution".
Disraeli, too, saw beyond the good
and evil that was Europe but he also
beheld, across almost precisely a
hundred years, the rebirth of the
vineyards of Judea, for so it had been
commanded by the Lord God of Israel.
And there of course was the parting of
the visions.

Fittingly enough, Dr Oscar Levy, perhaps the most
remarka:ble disciple Of Nietzsche, like the Master
himself ; found lif e among Germans unbearable.
Having onlyjust appealed on behalf
of the Nietzsche Arcfej.v in Weimar as
"an intellectual centre for securing that

c/e was perhaps more concerned with
the "unwisdom and cruelty" of the
"Anti-Aliens Act" which it had con-

cultural unity of Europe which must

sistently condemned and less with the

precede its political and commercial
unions", Levy was deeply dismayed to
see Nietzsche decried in Britain as the

person of Levy, whose "opinions could
not be regarded as flattering to Jews".
As a matter of fact, Levy had just delivered himself of certain observations
which .were bound to arouse keen resentment. A bunch of reflections metaphysical, apocalyptic, or merely
neurotic and downright fantastic might conceivably have been defensi-

true author of the war - the very man
whom he regarded as "a powerful antidote against the influence of German
ideas outside Germany". He left England to spend the war years in Geneva,
where he worked for the Red Cross.
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Levy lived long enough to see the
ancient prophecy come very nea'rly
true. He returned to England once
again in 1939 when, in full view of the
Nazi war, he cited Nietzsche "thundering out of his grave" - "Unto these
men of today will I not be light, nor be
called light," as Levy added prophetically, they ``now follow blindly their

F#Arer into destruction".
He died a year after the war, in Oxford, appropriately enough in the home
of lost causes, of which he had wrought
so valiantly to vindicate one, in the

face of almost all the world .
CAESAR ARONSFELD j.s cJ ve/era#/.owr#a/ist and w).ilel. on con[empol-ary Jewish a.ffairs,
a!//Aor a/ The Ghosts of 1492: Jewish Aspects
of the Struggle for Religious Freedom in Spain,
1848-1976 cr#c7 The Text of the Holocaust: Nazi
Extermination Propaganda 1919-1945.
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AUSTRIAN ARTISTS
AT THE STERNBERG CENTRE

17TH OCTOBER -4TH NOVEMBER 1996

Ralph Freeman, AUSWEISKARTE -mixed media collage.
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Jacques Kupf ;erman
Top:
LILIEs and BLUE JUG
oil on carrvas
Bottom: GARDEN CORNER

oil on canvas
Ernst Eisenmc[yer, FIGURE COMPOSITION -bronze

Continued on next page
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Continued f irom previous page

Le/,..
Hilde Goldschmidt, SELF PORTRAIT,1952
oil on carIvas
Below:

Jacques Kapferman, SEA OFF PORT ISAAC
oil on canvas
Bottom:
Henry Edion, CATCHING THE ROCKET WITH THE

MIRROR -mixed media on board
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LONGINES®

For catalogue:

Cara Wides

Baume & Co.
Alexander House
Manchester Street
Oldham OL81SU

In 1993, Cara Wides, then in the
Lower Six(h Form Of a school in
North West London, asked if she
could "work shadow " Rabbi Jef f i.ey
Newman Of Finchley Rof;orm Syna-

Phone: 0161 624 3977
Fax:
0161626 3755

gogue. Af lhe time he asked her to
keep notes on her experiences but
she sent these to I.im only a couple
Of years later, in 1995.

She was sorling through some
old papers and wanted Rabbi
Newman to see what she had writ-

ESTABLISHED 1908

J & J STE-nN

ten. He thought that the notes would
make a good basis i;or an art icle and
fhaf they might also encourage a
national programme Of work shadowing rabbis by students.
The arficle which emerged and
which follows is in tl.ree parts:
1 ) An introduction by Rabbi JeJfrey
Newman
2) Cara's notes
3) Observaf ions by Cara

® BUTI'ONS
® TAC-FLEX - The Touch & Close Fastener

® WOVEN & PRINTED I.ABELS
® RIBBONS
® ASSORTED TRIMMINGS
Hanway House
306-8 West Hendon Broadway

Edgware Road
London NW9 6AE
Telephone: (+44)(0) 181-202 2177
Fax: (+44)(0)181-202 2719

JEFFREY NEWMAN

I:id;,Ice:seTh?f;:¥st!¥::yos:J:nE:e:
by two tailors who produce an
imaginary garment for him. Most of
the townspeople are too well bred, too

polite or too cowed to comment but a
small child in the procession cries out,
in Danny Kaye's rendition, `The King
is in the altogether -he's altogether as
naked as the day that he was born'.
Why does the King himself believe
the tailors -surely he can see? But he
is seduced, flattered reassured. Is the
rabbi an Emperor? What are we wearing? Will a `child' see through us?

Continued on next page
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Those were the thoughts which assailed me when agreeing to be `viork
shadowed' . What was my` `work' -was
jt private and confidential, was it accessible, was it `rabbini6'? What would
Cara learn about rabbis - and about
me?
I remember we chose the dates some
tiine in advance and there. already
seemed some variety in what I was
schediiled to do. I also remember that
by 4.00pm she had had enough, while I
went on to `evening meetings' - the
rabbi 's crazy day. How self-important
that I could work, had to work, so long,
was so much needed.
I also remember that, on the whole,
the meetings were not `private' -that
with a word of explanation it was perfectly acceptable for Cara to `come
along'. But does that mean that my
`work' was available, understandable,
not `beyond' a fifteen year old? That
worried me a little.
But most of all -was jt `rabbjnic'?
What does the rabbi do, what was I
doing, was it the right sort of work?
I don't remember much about the
three days, except that I think that it
was cut down to two - it seemed
enough.
I did feel that we would both get

more out of it ifcara made some notes,
had some questions, so that we had
something to talk about. I also felt that,
maybe, she'd be less bored, have something to do. A `task' would help focus
her mind. What did you see - what

CARA'S NOTES
Monday - typical day
Work to do:
9.15 -9.45 meet secretary
10.00-11.45 meeting for youth planning
To Manor House
12.00
meeting Michael shire, Head, Centre for Jewish Education
2.30 -4.00 Liz crossick, discuss training class
4.30
rabbinical student from Marseille
5.15
Barmitzvah student

What I see
Letters, meetings - hardly ever work
alone -always with other people

What I make of it
- hard work
- time consuming

Centre of congregation

- depended on by many people

Different angles
I nstructi ng others

- no free time or time to relax
- how does he go on? What fuels
energy? Belief in God?

Chair discussions

- everyone reacts in response to ra

Decides the agenda?

- dominant?

Training and consultant
Confidential work
Evaluation

-Question of God?
- he's confided in

Needs to find balance between

Needs to know when to get involved

- struggle?
-self harmony
- define role and priorities?

etc.

- sacrifice? etc.

Role of wife?

- personal involvement and
rabbinical involvement sometim
counteract each other

situations

Counselling

Communication with other rabbis
I ntricate situations
Difficult decisions
Diplomatic -relations and interaction

- has to limit activities -can't get
involved in everything
-lack of time and energy

- objectives

questions did this raise? - seemed an
obvious way of getting `into' the mate-

Most important aspect is interaction
with community

- diplomatic

rial.

Negotiate

- sacrifice -family time - needs t

Relates previous meeting to other

find a balance
- cannot take sides
- integrity and meaning

I was deeply disappointed when
nothing came back. I had enjoyed the
two days immensely. Cara was highly
i ntemgent and her observations always
rewarding and oddly, she seemed to
find my work both fascinating and in a
way `awesome', which surprised me. I
think I asked her to let me have a page
- and nothing came. In fact, she was

not in touch again for two years.
And then she sent me her hand-written notes, with a scrawl. They were
more than I could have expected because they asked the questions right
beneath the surface. That was when an
article seemed a possibility. Again,
there was a long pause and nothing
much happened - on the surface. Cara
decided to do Religious Studies A level
and then to apply to university for Philosophy and Theology. We cannot put

that down to cause and effect - after
all, she was the first and only person
ever to ask to `work shadow' me, so
she was clearly already interested.
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people -link in the chain connection
Head of religion school -involved in
education

Conflicts - sort out. Find answer to
problems, allocation solutions responsibility, ethos?

Needs to know when to speak and
when not to speak - when to hold
people -right level of involvement
on every issue.

Predict the outcome of events.
To meet and get to know children and
parents -aim as a rabbi
Not always directly involved
Let go meetings

-focus of work, teachers not chil
- needs support and back up
management

- cannot have a freetime/space
- continuing presence
- constant energy?
- compromise
- NEEDS OF COMMUNITY

Catch up

- can't always feel satisfied with
outcome. Has to settle for secon
best option
- plan ahead

Anxious about next stages

-use of time, method of working

Philosopher

- fulfilment -end product

Spiritual/prayer

*lsrael Palestine Centre i;or Research and

Organises IPCRI* finance

ln.fiormation
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to. As I write this, you may be
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questioning my choice of words -does
a rabbi belong to the community or
does it belong to him? It is the
relationship that I feel I gained most
insight into from my work experience
and on top of this, the understanding of
why it is right that it is one of the
central and most relevant points in
relation to a rabbi's work.

As a young member of a London
Reform Jewish community, my age
and interests dict'ate how I spend my
time and the way it is proportioned
between the demands and activities of
a secular lifestyle and my involvement
in synagogue life. For each member of
the community this ratio is different.
We are fortunate to have the synagogue
as our community base, providing us
with opportunity to choose to be involved in a huge range of activities

tt

.,

i,

related to the synagogue. Since the
majority of these activities involve the
rabbi at some level, one can see how
we all have our set of experiences of
the rabbi's work. During my workshadowing I was able to draw together
these different aspects and thus get a
more complete picture of what rabbinical work, in context, entails.
What I saw and learnt surprised me

because it higmghted aspects of a rabbi's work I had never realised were
involved. Most of my experience of
the rabbi is when he leads the congregation jn prayer on Friday nights and
Saturday mornings. Shamed as I am, I
had a very limited idea of what he did
for the rest of the week. Prepare his
sermons? Consult the ancient Jewish
commentaries for solutions to complex

~

CARA'S THOUGHTS
ence shadowing Rabbi Jeffrey
FOLLOWING
Newman, I MY
wouldEXPERIhesitate to
assume I now know what rabbis do in
general . This is because it became clear

the work of a rabbi is deeply and with
hindsight, logically, dictated by the
type of community he or she belongs
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theological and spiritual questions? Sit
and think?
These three are included jn the list
Of activities that f" up the rabbinical
week but the list is long and is closely
related to the location of this Reform
community in a secular society. From
watching films like `Fiddler on the
Roof', the impression I got of the rabbi
was as a much revered and respected
spiritual leader, who in a sense united
and directed the community. In this

Does a rabbi belong to
the coryanunity or does it
belong to him?

and intimidating figure who would be
approached with great humility by a
community member such as myself.
I'm sure in some cases I'm being unfair but the one main community
function of the rabbi seemed to be as
the last resort and ultimate authority on
moral questions and dilemmas "Rabbi, Rabbi, my daughter won't

marry the man we've chosen for her.
How shall we resolve this problem?
What does the Good Book say?"
For us, in our community, the quality we celebrate in a rabbi is that he is
approachable. From what I saw, this
means that the rabbi is indeed approached and from the most
overwhelming and diverse range of
directions!

To list the `projects' -it is difficult to
find a word that represents such a variety of involvements - would take too
long. The fact that almost each one deserves a complicated and detailed
explanation to indicate what is involved
ironically highlights the complexities
that the rabbi is required to handle. After one day, I felt foolish for thinking
the rabbi is merely a spiritual leader
whose waking hours are spent studying
and contemplating. No, lurking in the
guise of a rabbi is also a responsible and
dedicated politician, diplomat, administrator, teacher and negotiator.

Therefore, I leant how extensive the
demands on the rabbi are and how
valuable and worthy the skills are he is
required to possess. However, the rabbi
has his own limitations and also requires the skill of knowing when not to
get involved. I observed that the rabbi
leans how to define his own level of
involvement in community situations
so as to make the best use of his own
time and energy, which in turn allows
him to serve the needs of the community in the best way. For example, he
may choose a role in a situation where
he can lead a certain committee towards
a solution rather than be expected to
provide the solution himself.
There is a need for great resourcefulness and time management, as well
as being able to be forward thinking
and predict the outcome of events.
Luckily, the rabbi works with a close
and efficient group of people, such as
his secretary, in order to make the most

aspect nothing has changed. However,
in a non-secular, traditional, eighteenth
century community it was suitable for
the rabbi to be the extremely erudite,

productive use of time. There is also
the support and benefit of communication with other rabbis, which must be
of tremendous value when needing advice over a specific community
situation.
The rabbi also works as a counsel-

yet, as I perceive it, sometimes distant

Continued on next page
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Few other employed adults are com-

lor, involved in a large amount of

pelled to spend their day off in
enforced solitude from partner and
family. If congregations agree that
families need quality time together,
then depriving the spiritual leader,

personal and confidential work with
individual members of the community. To me, it seems very important
for the rabbi to be someone who can
offer help and support and is available for guidance through the dark
and djfficult times of life that occa-

partner and children of the benefit, is
selfish.

AY I CONGRATULATE

sionally descend upon us all.

I was amazed at how the rabbi
managed to combine so much and
not get burnt out. This must be
avoided to an extent by making sure
the rabbi has time to relax and time to
spend with his family. I would be
unhappy to think that the impression
I have given is that being a rabbi is an
extremely testing and difficult job.
You may question, as I did, how the
rabbi copes with the pressure and
self-sacrifice that seems common in
his work or how he handles the conflict between personal involvement
and rabbinical involvement. Part of
the answer must be due to wisdom
and experience. But for the best explanation we must not lose sight of
the very nature and purpose ofthejob.
The rabbi exists to unite the belief and
teachings of Judaism with the community that has been born from them.
Therefore, the whole `job' should remain in context of the rabbits spiritual
relationship and duty towards God.
Where else but in the beauty and
intensity of his spiritual belief and
understanding of purpose could the
rabbi find the energy to serve the
demanding and complex needs of the
community? I cannot help but feel
these needs are more intense because
of the location of our Jewish community in a modem secular society.
From my perspective, I suspect
that the rabbi must sometimes feel
that the balance between the spiritual
and the material has become dislocated and that the pressures and
demands of daily community life are
just too unrelenting. However, this
point may not be valid had I undergone the same extreme religious
enlightenment and entered into the
same loving and purposeful relationship with God that the rabbi had and
which influences his outlook on his
work. Following my beneficial and
enjoyable experience work shadowing Rabbi Jeffrey Newman, I myself
may choose to gain this same perspective in becoming a rabbi .
CA.RA. W[TJES attended North London Collegiate School where she played Fat Sam in
Bugsy Malone. Sl.e spent her gap year in India
and is about lo read Theology at King's College, Cambridge.
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you on the excellent summer
MTALENT
edition of A44AV4.
I would start with the editorial,
which succinctly brought to life and
analyzed all the events and subsequent
problems in Israel since the last election. It makes us aware of the dangers
which the country faces intemally as
well as externally.
I enjoyed reading all the articles and
found them very well written, interesting and enlightening. It is no mean feat
to assemble such a variety of talent and
ideas all specifically connected with
Judaism and yet reflecting social
thought and progress in the twentieth
century.
Let me finish by saying Col
Hakavod.

There is nothing that takes place on
a Sunday that could not take place at
another time in the week. Cheder education can be carried out on weekday
evenings. Tombstones can be consecrated on weekday afternoons. Chupot
can happen on Tuesdays - which alwayswa,sa,mazaldicketug.1noneea,sly
move the congregation could take their
first step to deinstitutionalise the rabbinate.

Ruth Soetendorp
Bournemouth

Nonek Jacobson
Newcastle-upon-Tyne

SUNDAY
BLESSED SUNDAY
Sir,

WAS SURPRISED TO FIND
that nobody chose to comment on
the article "The Rabbi as Inmate"
by Prof. Norma Rayne in A4AIVIVA No
51. It was certainly read with great
interest in this rabbinic household. Our
experiences as a family echo elements
of the total institutionalisation she describes. I would like to make a simple
suggestion that might serve to lessen
the feeling of jnstitutionalisatjon.
The heaviest burden the rabbinic
family carries is the absence of a
weekly free day to be shared as a family. The nuclear family, with the rabbi
as exemplar, is placed at the centre of
the congregation. Yet the one nuclear
family within the congregation that is
denied the opportunity of a day per
week together in which to develop,

I

grow, relax and enjoy itself is the rabbi's family.
The concept of a rabbits free day
does not help. Children's schooling
and partner's work in the real world
occupy Monday to Friday. Shabbat is
Shabbat. Sunday should, therefore, be
formally recognised as the rabbi's free
day.
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EFORE THE FIRST LIGHT OF
Chanukkah, a hidden crisis will
burst into full view. At the root is
the one word that must not pass rabbinic
lips.

Money.
The fact which no one has begun to
face is that the market in rabbis, like the
market in gold, cocoa and derivatives, is
now global. And Britain is the bargain
basement of that market.
Bargain basements rapidly lose their
wares. That is their point. And any rabbi
can now double or treble his salary by
flying west, east, south or north.
The fact has begun to sink in. So to
the three or four major pulpits now, alas,
vacant through sudden death, retirement
and migration, another two or three are
about to be added.
Musical chairs will shift the vacancies
but not fill them. So where do we find
the money to anchor rabbis to British

pulpits? And where the salaries to attract
rabbis from abroad? And can we, without rabbis, long sustain our numbers? Or
our credibility?

HE
FEROCITY
OF
THE
latest round of kimng in Israel
and the large number of victims
caused both shock and horror. It is the

T•,J``(.

gift and grace of Israel that it is unable
to inure us against either.
But should it have caused surprise?
Was not ultimate and inevitable kimng

part of the package for which a majority
of Israelis voted last May?

HE PASSIONS AROUSED BY
bean pole models are among my
T•..:L:..
most recent and vivid personal
memories. I .can still fully understand
them.
The passions aroused by a few bashful
wooden poles and invisible bits of wire
strung between them demand equal
understanding.
Relentless opposition to the Eruv

poles in North West London comes from
those who in the deepest recesses Of their
souls hide a dislike of Jews.
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It comes also from great numbers of
Jews who desperately fear to be classed
with the black hat, beard and non-stop
babies batallions.
These passions are deep, sometimes
ugly and totally unnecessary.
Because the numbers of United Syna-

gogue members who might ultimately
avail themselves of a new freedom to
cany tissues and push prams on Shabbat
are minimal.
Given Rabbi Sacks' written invitations to peace and harmony within
Anglo-Jewry, is not the time perfect for
him to scuttle this cobwebbed scheme?
•\:i?.

get their kids to cheder?
If they practise Judaism strictly, they
can pray three times a day, eat only
permitted foods and shut down their
normal life every Shabbat and every festival. But if they are that observant,
they would wash the floors in the nearest
bagel bar rather than leave `Stanmore or
Stamford Hill.
Those who move away for rea`sons of
work or house prices find out too late
that distance kills Judaism as effectively
as indifference.
Neither lifelines nor visits by itinerant
sages can sustain it.
And when Judaism goes, Jewjshness
will drown in the Christian or secular
environment.

•?^?

ask myself - how many of those

THE who
QUESTION
DARE NOT
crowded ourIsynagogues
a few
weeks ago on Yom Kippur kept the fast?
In the sense of not having a crumb of
bread or cake, or a drop of water or coffee
pass their lips for 25 hours from that Sunday evening till the Monday right?
I am reasonably relaxed about the
lunch time exit. I know they are going
for more solid fare than a breath of fresh
oxygen. And I am perfectly content to
stop the liturgy for a whole two minutes
to let them go. But of those thousands
who stayed in synagogue right through
the eight or nine hours, how many had
no breakfast, however skimpy or hearty?
I have heard most of the reasons and
excuses. What worries me is the impoverishment. Those who have never observed
the fast in all its rigours have no idea of the
richness of the experience they deny themselves, from the high speed access to one's
soul, to the near euphoria.

The loss of the total fast is one of
modern Jewry's great deprivations.

•5+

T

HE

LAST

ILLUSION

OF

young Jews who drift relentlessly
from the centres of Jewish life is
that you can remain Jewish in Yeovi]
and Yonder Bognie.
The bet does get safer that you will
find one or more Jewish residents in
both. But you will have to sniff or dowse
them out - they do not usually fix
"ez#zof to their dooxposts.
Any children they have at local
schools will hide their Jewish identity to
duck the taunts and bullying which most
school heads no longer care to stop.
If they live much more than half an
hour's drive away from Brighton and
Birmingham, let alone from Leeds, Manchester or Glasgow, how often will they
go to shul, and how regularly will they

tenors was the sound that hit my

8ETTER
ears from
THAN
Radio
THE
4 one
THREE
Sunday
morning. They were made by Rabbi
Julian Jacobs, the United Synagogue
Minister in Baling. To show off his broad
and open mind, he told us how willing
he was to go into any church or mosque
for a service. But never jn a month or
year of Sundays or Shabbatot, into a
Reform or Liberal Synagogue.
It was ecumenicism at its Orthodox
best. And left me crystal clear on what
terms unity or harmony in the Jewish
community are on offer.
On theirs.

i:t`.

T:I:Rvi:Yaertsa:::hh:eD#sff:oanbd:o:t
Synagogue. The wardens had slid into
their "box" and Sidney Fixman, the
director of music, had climbed i,nto his
choir loft. And before he pressed the
button to signal that the rabbis were
about to make their entrance, Hugo said
to me, "Between now and Monday night
I have got six addresses to write."
"Hugo, that's impossible," I said and

added a self righteous little lecture about
diary control.
I was wrong on both counts. By Monday night all six addresses were written.
All outstanding, some brilliant.

A fairly routine weekend in the life of
Rabbi Hugo Gryn, may his memory be a

blessing .
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF j.s in;.#;.sfer qf f¢e
Brighton and Hove Progressive Synagogue. He
has previously served in Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
Milton Keynes, Reading, and as an assistant to
Rabbi IIugo Gryn at the West London Synagogue.
He was trained at Leo Baeck College.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
17th October -4th November
Austrian Artists

Tuesday 19th November 1996 -8.00 pin

An exhibition of art by artists whose lives were
disrupted by the Holocaust: Edion (Heinrich Edelstein),
Ernst Eisenmayer, Hilde Goldschmidt, Clara Klinghoffer, Jacques
Kupfermann, Hans Schwartz. A loan exhibition
from private collections including the Ben Uri Art Society.

(at West London Synagogue)
As part of the Festival of Austrian Jewish Culture

``Taking Stock: Jews in Austria, Past and Present"
A symposium moderated by Sir Simund Sternberg
with George Glare, Paul Hamburger,
Joseph Horowitz, Milein Cosman Keller,
and Leon Zelman

Sunday 3rd November -7.30 pin
As part of the Bnai Brith Jewish Music Festival
and the Festival of Austrian Jewish Culture

Sunday 24th November -8.00 pin
As part of the Bnai Brith Music Festival
and the Festival of Austrian Jewish Culture

The Real Sound of Klezmer with the
Budowitz Ensemble from Austria
Original klezmer sounds on authentic instruments
-straw fiddle, cimbalon and accordion

The Schidlof Quartet with Lucy Shelton (Soprano)
at the Purcell Room

Thursday 7th November -8.00 pin

Chamber music of the First and Second Viennese
Schools including quartets by Haydn, Horovitz,
Schulhoff and Schoenberg

As part of the Festival of Austrian Jewish Culture
and together with the Jewish Museum, Finchley

Franz Kafka: The Brief Eternity of a Love

Sunday lst December -4.00 pin
The Shalom Salam Show

Dagmar Schwartz's moving one-woman show
based on Kafka's letters to Milena

-a production for peace by the Anna Scher Theatre
with plays, poetry, song and dance for all the family

8th November -loth December
F}alph Freeman - Foundations and Fragments
archival and personal documentary material to create an

Sunday 8th December i 8.00 pin
Jewish Fiddle Playing over the Past Century

historical perspective on his family's flight from the Holocaust.

An illustrated Lecture by Emanuel Hurwitz

A series of mixed media works utilising biographical,

Lunchtime Recitals

Sculpture Course

Thursdays, 1.15 pin Autumn 1996 Series:
17 and 31 October,14 and 28 November, 12 December

A new evening course in sculpture and clay with Adam Kops
from 8 October - 10 December 1996

Art Course

Judaic Embroidery Course

Tenweekchysmecoursesfrom80ctober-10December1996
Tuesdays 10.00 am -12.30 pin and 1.30 pin -4.00 pin

A new daytime embroidery course with Lana Young
from 9 October -11 December 1996

S.T.A.R.S

Manor House Society Drama Centre
Ongoing programme of play production, play readings, workshops, play writing and theatre outings

